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CHAPTER I
MAJOR MOVEMENTS AND WORKS IN BASEBALL
LITERATURE
Movements and Themes in Baseball Literature
Sports literature has long been a popular form of fiction and is an important genre
because as Gunther Luschen states, "sports and games represent basic values of a given
society" by teaching behavioral patterns of society (8-9). Wiley Umphlett, author of The
Sporting Mvth & the American Experience: Studies in Contemporarv Fiction, theorizes
that sports literature, especially baseball literature, is important if seen as a study of
archetypes. He suggests that writers use fictional sports figures to show important moral
and psychological truths.
If sports are representative of society and sports literature is representative of sports,
baseball is the perfect vehicle for sports literature in America because, as George Grella
writes, "In its theory and practice baseball embodies some of the central preoccupations of
that cultural fantasy we like to think of as the American Dream" (268). Of all sports
literature, baseball has historically been the most popular vehicle for the sports novel. ^
While Dick Francis mourns the lack of quality sports novels in "Can't Anybody Here
Write These Games? The Trouble With Sports Fiction," he posits that baseball is the most
appropriate sport for the genre of sports fiction because the pace and symbolism inherent
in the game make it the ultimate vehicle for the sports novel; during the game, the player as
well as the reader has the time and opportunity to observe and act upon reality (57).
George Linden, commenting on differences between film and baseball, remarks:

1 In Grant Bums' Bibliography of sports fiction, the cnu-ies for baseball occupy 67 pages, whereas
enuies for other sports range from 33 pages for football stories to two pages lor less popular sports.
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Attending a baseball game is a much more intellectual experience than
watching a film. After all, nothing at all, or practically nothing at all,
happens during a baseball game. One sits for a couple of hours in order to
see five or six minutes of action. But the actual running and hitting are
merely devices to draw up the vast amount of batting averages, lame legs,
pitchers' weaknesses and strengths, the condition of the field, innumerable
past performances and the like, which the spectator reads into the so-called
action. He can't simply see a man of first base; what he must see is a man
who steals well against left-handers but who twisted his ankle three games
previously and is matching wits and muscle against a catcher with a su-ong
ann and a second baseman who is slow in getting to the bag, ad infinitum.
(15-16)
Umphlett agrees with Francis that baseball is a "characteristically significant sport" for
literature because the individual has the opportunity to succeed or fail regardless of his
team's level of success. Some players achieve greatness individually while their teams
labor in mediocrity. For example, Emie Banks hit 521 home runs for the Chicago Cubs
between 1953 and 1971 and was elected to the Hall of Fame in 1977; however, while
Banks excelled for a single club for almost two decades, his team finished no higher than
second place in the National League during that period. The ability of the individual to
excel regardless of his team gives the writer great flexibility with regard to plot and
character development, while the inability of the individual to feel truly successful without
that desired team success provides the author with opportunities for developing each
character.
Two Tvpes of Baseball Literature
When Mark Harris's young narrator Henry Wiggen initially discovers the joy of
reading baseball literature, he immediately classifies the books into two categories:
There was also some books of baseball stories, such as those by Sherman
and Heyliger and Tunis and Lardner, although Lardner did not seem to me
to amount to much, half his stories containing women in them and the
other half less about baseball then what was going on in the hotels and
trains. He never seemed to care how the games come out. He wouldn't
tell you much about the stars but only about bums and punks and secondraters that never had the stuff to begin with. Heyliger and Sherman and
some of die others give you a good baseball story that you couldn't lay it
down. (34)
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In his youtiiful assessment of available baseball fiction, Henry seems to have clearly
divided that literature into two categories: Lardnerian stories which are not really about
baseball, and good baseball stories which focus on the play of the game itself Among the
"good baseball stories" is his description of the fictional Homer B. Lester books:
about a pitcher called Sid Yule, which was just another way of saying Sam
Yale. There was "Sid Yule Kidnaped," and "Sid Yule, No-Hit Pitcher"
and "Sid Yule in the Worid Series" and 13 more, and all the books had 24
chapters and run 240 pages and you couldn't skip a 1. There was always a
picture in front and 1 on page 80 and 1 on page 160 and 1rightat the end,
but I would try not to look at the pictures until I come to them, otherwise I
would know what was coming.
I guess I knowed, though, pictures or not, for 1 book got to be
pretty much[sic] like the next after awhile. (34)
These "good baseball stories" are thefirsttype of significant baseball literature of this
century, while those unappreciated books which center loosely around baseball for their
plot and theme form the second group.
Henrv's Good Baseball Stories: The Frank Merriwell
Tradition
The most significant and famous of the "good baseball stories," and most likely the
ones upon which Henry's description is based, belong to Gilbert Patton, who, in the early
1930's, writing under the pseudonym Burt L. Standish, created the Frank Merriwell
series (Kinsley 74-75). Merriwell is the archetypical sports hero who is able to succeed
with little effort on the field, foil evil plots against the game and America, and promote
honesty and purity in the sports hero. Patton claimed that Merriwell's first name signifies
his frankness and that his surname is the combination of the word merry signifying jollity
and high spirits, while the word well refers to his physical condition (Okrent 67). The
Frank Merriwell stories total over 100 volumes, and were originally published in the
boy's magazine Tip Top Weeklv: The Ideal Publication for the American Y^^ith
Merriwell begins the series as the perfect All-American boy who can play baseball,
football, and basketball better than any of his peers and who is able to excel and lead his

teams to great success in Little League and Pee Wee Football. In Patton's fiction, this one
outstanding player repeatedly leads his team to success. Merriwell, when he has defeated
all the competition in his league, matriculates at Yale University, where he similarly excels
and leads his team to greatness. The story was so popular with the reading youth that
Frank's younger brother eventually replaces him as the supreme hero and another writer
eventually replaced Patton as author (Golubcow 20).
Since Patton, many writers, drawing upon the genre's popularity after World War II,
have used baseball as the vehicle for boy's fiction (Kinsley 74-75). Two factors account
for this increase in mass appeal. As the representation of the American game, baseball
literature prospered due to the increased nationalism and patriotism following the war.
Additionally, since the game presents the individual with abundant opportunities for
success, it appealed to the growing immigrant population in America. With problems
caused by the cultural diversification, immigrants and minorities not only developed high
personal goals for sporting success, but were able to identify with their heroes in the game
and aspire to emulate their exploits. While on his long, grueling sea voyage, Santiago, in
Hemingway's The Old Man and the Sea, compares his quest with DiMaggio's tenacity:
"Do you believe the great DiMaggio would stay with a fish as long as I will stay with this
one? he thought. I am sure he would and more since he is young and strong. Also his
father was a fisherman. But would the bone spur hurt him too much?" (67). However,
most juvenile baseball novels follow the traditional hero format in which, as in a Horatio
Alger story, the pure protagonist along with his team must overcome the evil, dishonest,
scheming opponent who would never be able to beat the pure team without this scheming
and cheating. In the end, the emissaries of honesty and purity defeat the representatives of
selfishness to win the coveted championship.
Although these juvenile baseball novels do not contain the thematic complexity of my
second category of baseball novels, they do have their positive aspects. First, they
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encourage young readers to become interested in reading, as in the case of Henry Wiggen.
Second, these works increase the readers' interest and knowledge for the sport which
could lead to improved skills and success in playing. Although the simplicity and obvious
moral message of the books may offend the more mature reader, it appeals to and informs
the younger reader.
Notable Baseball Literature
Unlike these simple juvenile baseball novels, serious baseball fiction contains many
interior themes which enrich the value of the literature. Sports, especially baseball, have
long been included in American fiction. As mentioned earlier Hemingway often
incorporates sports into his fiction, whether it be the the bullfights in Madrid, the old
man's idolization of DiMaggio, or even Nick Adams's hunting and fishing prowess
(Umphlett 17). Mark Twain incorporates sports into his novels and even allows the
knights to play baseball in A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court (Candelaria,
"Baseball in American Literature.. ." 42). Candelaria also notes Updike's use of
basketball as afi-amefor Rabbit. Run, and significant references throughout the fiction of
Lewis, Farrell, Thomas Wolfe, Algren, Shaw, Roth, and Richler ("Literary Fungoes.. ."
412-425). Baseball is the most appropriate sport for successful literature partially
because the hierarchy of play and sport requires that the most highly evolved sporting
form be the most organized form; in which case, baseball embodies the organizational
requirements which allow it to be the most highly evolved sport (Zurcher 111). Each
sports reference carries a specific significance and enriches the themes of the individual
work. Most baseball fiction revolves around one of three primary themes: the
embodiment of the American Dream, the folk hero, and the religious allegory.
As the embodiment of the American Dream, baseball literature serves as a metaphor
for American culture and the American Dream. The reality of baseball has grown.

changed, and adjusted with society throughout the century. The pliant worid of baseball
fiction allows authors such as Bernard Malamud in The Natural and Ring Lardner in such
stories as "Alibi Ike" and You Know Me Al: A Busher's Letters to weave the fiction of
the novel and its characters with fictionalized versions of historically accurate characters
and events. Other authors, like Roth, Harris, and Kinsella, allow real historical characters
to interact with fictionalized events and characters.
The game of baseball is the ultimate embodiment of the American Dream because of
the freedom afforded by its rules and customs. Anybody, from the sons of a poor
fisherman named DiMaggio to a mean-spirited young boy named Cobb to a one-armed
outfielder named Pete Gray to an illiterate farm boy named Joe Jackson, can succeed in
baseball. The game of baseball is bounded by no limits either spatially or temporally. In
The Iowa Baseball Confederacy. Kinsella creates a baseball contest which, not confined
by temporal limitations, continues for over 2000 innings. In the days before Hghts, a
game ended when the players could not safely continue the game; now that all major
league parks have lights, there is a limit on the latest time an inning can begin; however, a
tied game will be completed on another day. Theoretically, the game could go on forever,
because a foul ball does not add to a two-strike count; in other words, the number of
pitches to one batter could never end. The freedom of the rules of baseball make it the
ultimate vehicle for sports literature because it represents the freedom and opportunity for
success of the American Dream.
A second theme permeating the fiction of baseball literature is the existence of the folk
hero. The sports story is separated from other fiction by one factor: the game metaphor,
which is the difference between reality and the game (Umphlett 20). It is also the
difference between success in life and success in the game which are not mutually
exclusive, but are not redundant either. The existence of baseball fiction is made possible
and desirable partially because "the Inner Fan wants the game played as he thinks it should

be played. He will create players in his own image-a man making gods-to assure a good
sport" (Jim Brosnan, quoted in Vanderwerken 133). In a way, fiction writers are merely
Inner Fans who want desperately for their heroes to succeed rather than merely survive.
Sometimes, as in Shoeless Joe, the author allows for success; sometimes, as in The
Natural, he does not; sometimes, as in the Henry Wiggen tetralogy, the stories are a
combination of success, failure, and learning. To fulfill the requirements of the true hero,
the hero must undertake a task or a series of tasks. Near the beginning of the folk hero
tale, the hero leaves a safe environment for a hostile one; at the conclusion of the tale, the
hero must either achieve union with a desirable and pure woman or attain a state of
atonement with the father (Oriard 31 -38). By fulfilling these requirements, the
protagonists become folk heroes in The Natural. The Iowa Baseball Confederacv. and
Shoeless Joe, as well as other works of baseball fiction.
The final and perhaps most prevalent theme in baseball literature presents the game as
a religious allegory with the motif of the hero attaining atonement with his father for a
former wrong. If die hero is seen as Jesus doubting and questioning G-d,^ as the
archetype of the son disgracing his father, then the hero's reconciliation with the father is
representative of Jesus' Ascension and unification with G-d. Additionally, when the hero
of the folk tale gains atonement with his father, he also atones and becomes one with G-d
as he is forgiven for his sins against both fathers. Baseball is ideologically a religious
game not only because of its requirement for adhering torigidcustoms, but by those
customs themselves. As a representation of earthly eternity, baseball symbolizes the
eternity yearned for by religious believers. Morris R. Cohen, in a 1967 article entitled
simply "Baseball," cites this religious representation within the game: "by all the canons
of our modem books on comparative religion, baseball is a religion, and the only one that
2 All personal reference to a supreme being in this paper are denoted "G-d" while all quotations arc
transcribed exactly.
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is not sectarian but national.. .The essence of religion is the 'redemption from the
limitations of our petty individual lives' and the mystic unity with a larger life of which we
are a 'part'" (Kinsley 4). As a fan of the game and a fan of the individual hero, the reader
becomes part of a greater religion.
In addition to the major themes of the American Dream, the folk hero, and religious
allegory, sports fiction also carries several stereotypical trends. First among these
stereotypes is that of the ignorant or nonexistent female, suspiciously absent from any
place of importance within the tale (Golubcow 186). If a woman does exist in baseball
fiction, her presence primarily fills one of two functions: she is either a mere sexual
object, ignorant of the game, or she is a loving and supporting character in the life of the
protagonist. Even if the female fills the role of supporter in her protagonist's life, she is
still portrayed as ignorant of the rules and nuances of the game. For example, in Shoeless
Joe, although Ray, Annie's husband, is obsessed with baseball and the lives of his idols,
his wife remains confused and relatively ignorant of the facts of the game. Another trend
in baseball fiction is the absence of blacks from these works. In early baseball fiction
Blacks perform menial labor such as porters or shoeshine boys, or they serve as a lucky
charm for the teams (Golubcow 200-203). This exclusion is caused in the early part of the
century by the reflection of reality in fiction. Until Jackie Robinson broke the unwritten
color barrier in major league baseball, there were no Blacks in organized white baseball.
As a reflection and extension of the reality of a segregated national game, early fiction is
be devoid of Black players.
In the following sections, I will discuss a selected group of works within the genre of
baseball fiction. Each of these works is representative of at least one of the major themes
in baseball literature and all but one of these (the first) is an enduring and successful work
within the genre.

Noah Brooks's The Fairport Nine
Noah Brooks's The Fairport Nine, written in 1880, was the first baseball novel.
While this work is a simplistic work of juvenile fiction, containing the a.spects necessary
to include it in the juvenile fiction classification, it also fits into Henry's description of
Lardner's fiction; it does not seem to focus on the game. The Fairport Nine, the name of
the baseball team on which the novel focuses, is comprised of colorless and static white
boys who overcome all opponents to win the championship. The novel is less about
baseball than about the individual and team escapades off the field with wholesome
girlfriends, social pressures, and dishonest opponents. This work is notable because it is
the first work of baseball fiction and because it mixes the two styles of baseball literature
which would appear in the next century: the "nice-guys-finish-first" juvenile novel and
the novel which focuses on the off-the-field adventures of its characters.
Ring Lardner's Baseball Fiction
Before 1920, Ring Lardner reported on and wrote fiction and nonfiction about
baseball. Reporting on the 1919 Worid Series with Christy Mathewson, Lardner
harbored suspicions about the events of the series and made his accusations public,
eventually leading to an investigation; however, he was so emotionally shattered by his
discovery of dishonesty in baseball that he never wrote another "busher" story or reported
on the game again (Kinsley 103).
When Henry complains that Lardner's stories concentrate mostly on "bums and
punks and second-raters that never had the stuff to begin with," he has identified the main
emphasis of Lardner's "busher" stories which revolve around and are often narrated by
ftinge players. In "Alibi Ike," Ike is a busher, not because of his lack of ability to play the
game, but because of his unwillingness to accept his own success or failure. The other
players on Ike's team assign him this nickname because he will invent an excuse for any
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play. Unable to accept responsibility for his own actions, Ike even creates excuses for
good play, often trying to explain a good hit as one on which he has his eyes closed and
gets lucky. Ike represents the player's inability to make the mature transition to become a
rounded character as he moves from the minors to the majors in the biggest game in the
country.
Lardner's most famous "busher" story is You Know Me Al: A Busher's Letters.
Written in 1916, You Know Me Al shows Jack O'Keefe, the "Me" of the title as a busher
with many faults. The novel is a collection of fictional letters from Jack to Al, his friend
back home. Even though the novel does not include Al's letters. Jack's letters imply that
Al faithfully not only answers Jack's letters but also gives him advice and even lends him
money. O'Keefe is a self-important, immature boy. Unlike Ike, who cannot accept
praise, O'Keefe is unable to accept defeat, blame, or criticism. Although he is very
successful pitcher, he blames his losses and misfortunes on other players, fans, coaches,
and destiny. Jack, who refuses to accept advice from anyone whether in baseball or in his
personal life, remains ignorant in the ways of the city and financial matters, not to mention
being a buffoon in his relationships with women. In the city, O'Keefe, because he is
easily fooled and taken advantage of by everyone he meets, is unable to control his
relationships at all. Although O'Keefe can perform successfully as a ballplayer, he
refuses to do so. Wiley L. Umphlett has called You Know Me Al "the first meaningful
example in American Literature of what happens when the sporting hero comes to the city"
(89). The sporting hero in this novel becomes a pastoral hero, suited to die country but
unable to survive in the city. Throughout baseball fiction, the theme and trend of the
pastoral hero returns.
Lardner's baseball fiction is notable and classic for three reasons. First, as noted
earlier, it questions the fate of the naive country sporting hero who is n-ansplanied into a
hostile metropolitan environment. If the reader accepts Lardner's conclusion he or she
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will feel that the sporting hero is unable to interact and survive in that environment.
Second, Lardner's work is notable because of the informed and humorous quality of his
writing. Although Henry dismisses Lardner's work because it is not "about baseball," it is
about the factors which influence the game and, therefore, belongs in this genre. Finally,
Lardner's work is notable because as a reflection of American society and baseball reality;
Lardner shuffles figures from the game into the deck of his stories to lend an air of
credibility and the illusion of reality to the work. By allowing O'Keefe to discuss John
McGraw and Commisky in his letters to Al, Lardner effectively incorporates the reality of
Jack's world with the reality of 1916 baseball.
Bernard Malamud's The Natural
Bemard Malamud's The Natural is often regarded as the finest baseball fiction
because of its mythic and historical allusions and implications (Golubcow 85-86). The
Natural is a novel which is divided into two parts: "Pre-game" and "Batter Up!" In "Pregame," the reader meets Roy Hobbs, a naive pitcher traveling to a tryout with the Chicago
Cubs, with Sam Simpson, a drunken scout and father figure. While stranded at a carnival
together, Hobbs and the Whammer, so called for his proficiency to smash the ball with
great force, compete to see if Hobbs can strike out the Whammer on three pitched balls.
Hobbs wins the contest but, in doing so he wins the affections of Harriet Bird. The
mention of a dark lady who shoots top sports stars foreshadows Harriet's shooting of
Ray. Although Bird may be traveling with the intention of killing the Whammer, Hobbs'
victory in the contest as well as his conviction that he will be "the best there ever was in
the game" (33) makes him the object of Bird's attention and her silver bullet, which
temporarily ruins his baseball career but does not end his life.
A wiser Roy Hobbs returns to the game at the age of thirty-four as a rookie with Pop
Fisher's Knights in the "Batter-Up!" section. Although the narrator is omniscient, he
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does not tell the reader where Roy has been for fifteen years. Hobbs' hitting prowess
becomes legendary when he literally knocks the cover off a ball in hisfirstat bat. He
becomes a hero after the previous left fielder. Bump, driven to compete with Hobbs'
heroic display, runs into the left field wall while chasing a fly ball and dies. Throughout
the second part of the novel, Hobbs is torn between two women: Memo, a dark lady and
Bump's former girlfriend, and Iris, a pure woman who happens to be a grandmother at
the age of thirty-three. Roy's fear of aging and his refusal to embrace Iris' philosophy
that suffering is winning and living lead him initially to reject Iris for his lust for Memo.
After Roy's insatiable appetite lands him in the hospital. Judge, the dishonest half-owner
of the Knights, bribes him to throw the game. Although Roy initially accepts the bribe, he
later changes his mind. He strikes out regardless of his efforts to win the game, and is
accused of cheating anyway. As Roy leaves the stadium, a young boy asks him to "Say it
ain't true, Roy" (217).
As the typical hero of the baseball novel, Roy represents American culture's fears and
myths. In the novel, Malamud makes various references to the American baseball history
and modem myths. Hobbs' shooting is a reference to the 1949 shooting of Eddie
Waitkus, and when the boy at the end of the novel asks Roy to "say it ain't so," Malamud
alludes to the boy who asked Shoeless Joe Jackson to affirm his innocence after the
corruption of the 1919 World Series. In "Pre-game," Roy is a simple and innocent boy;
however, in "Batter Up!" he is an older, materialistic man. He is "very much involved
and concerned with time, with the day of the year, the point in the season, the number of
games left to play, and with the things accomplished in time, batting averages, box scores,
statistics, and records" (Golubcow 105). Additionally, the name of the team as well as
Pop Fisher is a reference to Knightly legends and Malamud often describes Hobbs in
mythic proportions, wearing armor while at the plate and holding a mighty bat--a modern
day Excaliber. The Natural is a most intricate and accomplished baseball work.
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Mark Harris's Works
The Southpaw is a frame narrative like Mark Twain's A Connecticut Yankee in King
Arthur's Court, with a title page which attests that the novel is not by Mark Harris, but
"by Henry W. Wiggen, punctuation freely inserted and spelling greatiy improved by Mark
Harris." A southpaw is a left-handed pitcher because, according to legend, the home plate
at Chicago's West side park faced west so a left-handed pitcher's throwing hand was
south; the nickname has been retained in modern baseball terminology. Pre-Worid War II
southpaws were often characterized with a series of preconceptions and myths of being a
little bit "off," weird, or screwy, and Henry fits this stereotype of the classical southpaw.
This buildungsroman charts Henry's progress and maturation through his own eyes.
Written after Henry's rookie year, a year in which he has won the M. V.P. award playing
for the fictional New York Mammoths, the book is his "side of the story, which is the true
side, and not Krazy's, which is more or less of a lie from start to finish" (dedication
page).
Henry's side of the story revolves around his life until the end of his rookie year.
Henry, who is able to acknowledge cruelty and hatred but unable to understand it, is a
sometimes immature man with a tremendous insight into the human condition. He is
"constitutionally unfit" to join the amiy because fighting makes him sick. Harris
published this book in 1952, and many criticized him widely for allowing his political
feelings to influence the opinion of his nartator. Although Harris later notes that he
"owns" Henry, the Mammoths, and all of the players and cities in his works, his decision
to interrelate his fiction with direct references to the war in Korea show the interaction
between the play world of baseball and the reality of the world and war.
Like Jack O'Keefe, Henry is unable to cope with the worid of the big city. Moving
from Perkinsville, New York, to New York City, he has many new experiences. Henry
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is robbed by a con man on the train from Perkinsville to training camp, which teaches him
that the world can be a hostile environment and that he cannot always trust every one he
meets. He also learns in his first few years in professional baseball that he cannot speak
his mind fi-eely. Henry's attitude toward fornication is a running joke throughout the
book, and two separate incidents show that he does not know how to speak appropriately
or abstain from speaking. During his first summer in professional baseball, he misses a
game after being bitten on the elbow by a bug while "fornicating" with his future wife in a
field before a game. When his young fans ask him what is wrong, he replies, "Nothing,
but this will teach you the price of fornicating in the out of doors" (64). Henry learns his
first lesson in watching what he says when he is forced to write an apology for his
comment in the local newspaper. Later, when his boss, Patricia Moors, remarks that he is
"the first man she ever met that did not have no opinion on fornication," he says that he
"would certainly like to fornicate with her" (232), earning him a slap on the cheek. At the
time of this comment, Henry is too much of a boy and not enough of a man to control his
statements; however, even as Henry matures he continues to make questionable decisions.
Troubled by a backache, Henry throws a spitball to get out of a late inning jam. Holly,
Henry's future wife, understands the cowardice and malice of such behavior:
You are losing your manhood and becoming simply an island in the empire
of Moors.... I suspected it,. . . And then I knowed for sure a week or so
ago. I really did. I seen you on the TV. I seen you throw that spitball at
the man from Boston, and your Pop seen it clear up in Perkinsville, and
he said only a few words. He said, "1 am sorry to see Henry stoop to do a
thing like that," and he cried a few tears right there in the midst of all the
people in the Arcade Department Store. (306)
Henry's decision to throw the spitter and his subsequent understanding of the importance
of his action are the major milestones in his emotional maturation. Another milestone in
his growing process is his realization that often the game has its share of problems as he
accuses Krazy Kress of having "f—ed up the game of baseball. You have took it out of
die day time and put it in the night. You have took it off the playground and put it in the
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ft"ont office" (337). He resolves not to listen to the Krazy Kresses of the worid, but to
play baseball for the innocent pleasure of playing the game. Although this may seem like
a juvenile decision, it is the most mature one Henry could make when he realizes that the
only important factor in baseball is the game.
This novel is important for several reasons. Fu-st, it is a brilliant example of a
buildungs roman as Henry matures into a moral man in baseball and in life. Also, Harris
is conscious of the trends in baseball literature, comments on them, and uses them to
communicate the beauty of the game. Finally, this book is notable and necessary because
it leads to Henry's second and best baseball novel. Bang the Drtim Slowlv.
Bang the Drum Slowlv. the second book in Harris's Wiggen tetralogy, is also his
best because of his careful loving look at one man's tragic fate among many heroes.
Harris claims this book is "by Henry W. Wiggen, Certain of His Enthusiasms Restrained
by Mark Harris" (tide page). As the book opens, the reader learns that Henry (called
Author by all who know him because of The Southpaw') is now in his fourth year as a
New York Mammoth, Holly is pregnant with a baby Henry calls "600 dollars," and Bmce
Pearson, Henry's room mate and a third-string catcher, is dying of Hodgkin's disease.
To ease Bruce's emotional pain, Henry makes contract artangements stipulating that Bruce
will never be cut or traded from the team unless he is; because Henry is the team's star
pitcher, he is able to assure him.self that both players will remain with the Mammoths.
Although Bruce is an ignorant country boy from Georgia who drives Henry crazy and
calls him Arthur, Henry defends him against his teammates. Bmce is the favorite goat for
the team because he is too slow-witted to fight back effectively. The reader is aware of
simultaneous events within the novel: Bruce's disease, the Mammoth's failure to run
away with die pennant as expected, and Bruce's prostitute girifriend's attempts to gain
control of his lucrative life insurance policy. As the members of the team leam of Bruce's
impending fate, their knowledge unifies the team and motivates them to win the pennant
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and the series. Although the team understands that Bruce's condition strengthens them,
Henry is the only member of the organization who attends Bruce's funeral. He realizes
that everyone should be kind to others while alive because no one knows how long
anyone else has. He vows, "From here on in I rag nobody" (243).
This novel is an example of a baseball fiction which is not about baseball, as Harris
admits twice in his work. The epigram for the novel, taken from Wright Morris' The
Hyigg Sgason, includes the lines, "Old man, a book can have Chicago in it, and not be
about Chicago. It can have a tennis player in it without being about a tennis player"
(Morris 178). Harris's quote is his admission that this novel is not about baseball but
about life and death and love and play. Red, the college professor catcher who many
critics argue represents Harris in the novel, asks Henry to keep the novel about life and
not baseball:
I have read enough to .see that this book will never be about Pearson but
about you and airline stewardesses and Goose's wife and Aleck Olson of
Boston and kosher restaurants and Holly and riding in automobiles
through South Cedar Rocks, Iowa, and who the hell else knows what all
else by the time you are done. But it must be more about Pearson being
doomeded, which is what we all are, ain't we, me and you and George..
.. And even the people that read it will think it is about baseball or some
such stupidity as that, for baseball is stupid. Author, and I hope you put it
in your book, a game rigged by rich idiots to keep poor idiots from wising
up to how poor they are. (207)
Harris uses baseball and the ba.seball novel as an allegory for life in Bang the Dmm
Slowly. Bruce lives for the game although the game does not exist solely for him and just
as the game must end, so every life ends; some games may be shortened by rain, some
may be lengdiened by extra innings, but all end.
The third Henry Wiggen story follows Bang the Drum Slowlv by one year and is a
refreshingly light novela. This year Author rooms with a catcher named Piney Woods
from Good Hope, Georgia, who, like Henry in the first novel, is naive, inspired, and
romantic. The seamstress of the title is a young girl who begins to write Author letters
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stating that since he is her hero, she is working her way across the United States planning
to see him pitch on his twenty-fifth birthday, July 4. Piney answers her letters and
rationalizes that she is "a very beautiful giri" (26); he even draws her portrait as he
imagines her. As the seamstress arrives, Henry attempts to tie Carl Hubbell's record of
sixteen straight victories. Henry fails; Piney rejects the giri because she does not live up
to his expectations for her physical appearance, and Henry forces Piney to readjust his
expectations, face reality, and date the seamstress.
Most notably, Harris combines the reality of Hubbell's record with Henry's fictional
attempt showing the interrelation between fiction and fact and expresses in his preface the
genealogy of this work. He aKso points out that all Henry Wiggen works are fiction and
that no reader should look for reality in them. Additionally, Harris explains that Henry
listens with his heart and that if a reader does not find Henry's observations funny, then
the reader needs to leam to listen, not to read. In this work. Author has grown from the
juvenile dreams of his rookie year to the maturity of his fifth year and has a new idyllic
rookie against which to judge his own maturity. Piney's exuberance represents the
continual regenerative process of the eternal game for the "boys of summer."
Like Bang the Drum Slowlv. It Looked Like Forever involves the end of a game and
the end of a life. The time span between the third and fourth Wiggen novels is seventeen
years. Henry is a washed up pitcher who, although he will certainly make the Hall of
Fame on the statistics and milestones he has achieved in his career, is not ready to retire
and leave the game he loves. While Author vainly attempts to regain his youth and remain
in the game, his personal life is chaotic. The reader learns that Author has had four
daughters and that he has frequently been unfaithful to Holly. Author spends most of the
story pandering to his youngest daughter-a spoiled child named Hillary whose wish is to
see her father pitch in a major league game-and alternatively playing sexual games with
most of the female characters in the novel. A line drive to Henry's face confronts him
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quite painfully with die fact that even if he is not ready to retire; the game is ready for him
to retire: his baseball life is over. Henry's maturational process, begun in The Southpaw,
is completed as he realizes that he must begin another career because his playing career is
over.
Mark Harris's Wiggen tetralogy is a very effective example of baseball literature
because it not only contains a large amount of play-by-play action but also because it
manages to concentrate on the events off the field. The central occupation of the tetralogy
remains Henry's maturation as a ball player and as a caring human being. In the
meantime, the reader is allowed or forced to experience the situations which produce this
maturity.
Phillip Roth's The Great American Novel
Phillip Roth's ambitiously titled baseball work is not actually about the American
game, but about America itself The unreliable narrator. Word Smith, tells his tale from a
home which is either an old folks home or an insane asylum. Word's name represents his
talkative state, as he testifies to the existence of the Patriot League, an extinct and forgotten
third major league. According to Smitty, the Patriot League had a player named Gil
Gamesh, who came one pitch from the most perfect game ever, throwing eighty
consecutive strikes to twenty-seven batters; however, Mike the Mouth Masterson, the
umpire, is not looking at the final strike and calls it a ball. Gamesh, enraged by Mike's
mistake, attempts to kill him. In an ironic turn, Gil's only imperfect pitch of the game
strikes Mike in the Adam's apple. The maimed Mike can never speak again. The
remainder of Smitty's story entails Gil's attempts to reenter the league, Mike's attempts to
be "heard" dirough a chalkboard, and the unhistory of the Patriot League.
Like Malamud, Roth intersperses his work with references to the history of major
league baseball. Various events from baseball history appear in the history of the Patriot
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League including Smitty's tale of a manager who sends a midget to bat, an event which
has appeared not only in National League and American League history, but also, in
James Thurber's "You Could Look it Up." The novel is an allegory of the American
Dream. The alleged destruction and subsequent erasure of the Patriot League from
everyone's memory represent the anti-communist hysteria of the 50's. Many members of
the Patriot League are admitted communists and their suppression, the suppression of their
ideas, and the unhistory in the memories of everyone are representative of American
history. Roth's work is a complicated and intricate allegory of this country, positive and
negative.
Robert Coover's The Universal Ba.seball Association. Inc..
J. Henrv Waugh. Prop.
Robert Coover's The Universal Baseball Association. Inc.. J. Henry Waugh. Prop.
diBA), serves as another example of a ba.seball novel which does not revolve solely
around baseball or at least not around baseball as the average reader knows it. Coover
creates a complicated progression of plots in his novel (Merrill 30) about J. Henry
Waugh, a middle-aged accountant who, in turn, creates another world within the world of
the novel. Using three six-sided dice, Waugh creates an inoicate dice game that simulates
the statistical probabilities of professional baseball; he is totally engrossed in his creation,
but he holds no interest in actual baseball or any other facet of his life, including work.
Within Waugh's baseball world, he has created personalities, histories, lineage, and even
political uprisings. With every game, Waugh keeps extensive statistics and records that
allow him to further develop the game by including variables for "stars" and "aces."
Waugh even has a Hall of Fame, which his creations vote themselves and each other into.
The problem for J. Henry Waugh is not the existence of the universal baseball
association, but his total absorption into it. Henry is unable to function in society or to
make love without pretending to be the latest Phnom in his league, Damon Ruthert'ord.
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For his overture, he asks his old friend Hettie, "How would you like to sleep with . . .
Damon Rutherford?" (26) In response, Hettie gives his bat "a squeeze like Witness York
always gave his bat for luck before he swung." Once they reach Henry's home, their
sexual experience becomes an allegory for a baseball game:
"Damon" she whispered, unbuckling his pants, pulling his shirt out. And
"Damon," she sighed, stroking his back, unzipping his fly, sending his
pants earthward with a rattle of buckles and coins. And "Damon!" she
greeted, grabbing~and that girl, with one swing, he knew then, could
bang a pitch clean out of the park. "Play Ball!" cried die umpire. And die
catcher, stripped of mask and guard, revealed as the pitcher Damon
Rutherford, whipped the uniform off the first lady ballplayer in
Association history, and then, helping and hindering all at once, pushing
and pulling, they ran the ba.ses, pounded into first, slid into second heels
high, somersaulted over third, shot home standing up, dien into the box
once more, swing away, and mn them all again, and "Damon!" she cried,
and "Damon!" (29)
Waugh's world is completely disrupted by the events within his game. Damon is his
newest hero; however, his career is cut short unexpectedly by the very rules and tables
which created him. With Damon Rutherford at bat, Henry throws three consecutive sets
of three ones; the result, as he reads from the "Exn-aordinary Occurrences Chart," is
"batter struck fatally by bean ball." This tragedy shatters both Waugh's world within the
game and his world outside it.
Waugh, seeking only revenge against Jock Casey, the pitcher who killed his hero,
seems unable to put the tragedy in a proper perspective when he destroys his strict
adherence to and worship of statistics and ceases to keep them on the "unimportant"
games. When Waugh is unable to exact his revenge honestly, he manipulates the dice to
show Casey as another fatal victim. His willingness to manipulate the game causes
Rutherford's death as he eariier disobeys his statistical tables to allow his hero to pitch out
of rotation. When he disregards his former love for the organization and statistic
probability of his creation, he loses control of that creation. The novel and Waugh's life
ends in a confusing turmoil of unkept statistics and games. By the final chapter, the
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deaths of Rutherford and Casey are symbolic yearly rituals and the basis for the existence
of the league; however, Waugh is completely absent from the narrative.
UBA is an extensively layered and allegorical novel. J.H.W., Waugh's initials are
also die initials of Yahweh, the Hebrew G-d (Berman 166). Although Coover is the G-d
of the novel, Waugh is G-d within the novel. Waugh is a G-d who is not the controller of
his existence but is controlled by the circumstances of that existence. Ironically, although
the novel is not a true "baseball" novel with baseball and only baseball at the center, it
contains extensive play-by-play. At the close of the novel, Waugh is absent from the
narrative as the reader has traveled to a world within the game itself and is absorbed into
that world.
Rutherford's death alludes to the death of Ray Chapman in 1920 and therefore an
allusion to the reality of baseball history. The reality of that history is distorted and even
mocked, however, as Coover and Waugh create their own history. Waugh does not
merely live through his interest in his baseball league, he is controlled by his obsession
and that obsession eventually destroys and eliminates him.
W.P. Kinsella's Shoeless Joe is an archetypical work of baseball literature because
fits each of the diematic implications mentioned in this chapter. The American Dream, so
typical of baseball and baseball literature, is demonstrated throughout the novel through
love and dreams. The novel also contains extensive religious symbolism and is an
religious allegory. Field of Dreams, directed by Phil Alden Robinson, is not only an
excellent and faithful adaptation of Kinsella's novel, but a representation of archetypical
baseball literature. The film parallels the themes of the novel while Robinson increases the
prominence of the theme of father/son reconciliation. Robinson not only equals the
diematic relevance of Shoeless Joe, but raises the cinematic Field of Dreams to a higher
level of archetypical baseball literature.

CHAPTER II
THE RECEPTION AND CRITICISM OF SHOELESS JOE
Shoeless Joe's Origin
Shoeless Joe originated as a short story entided "Shoeless Joe Jackson Comes to
Iowa," which appeared in W.P. Kinsella's 1981 collection of short stories of the same
name and in die 1982 The Penguin Book of Modem Canadian Stories. Although Kinsella
had never written a novel, Ballantine Books asked him to expand the short story into the
novel (Grady), which won the award for the best first novel by a Canadian in 1982 from
Books in Canada with a $1000 prize, and the Houghton-Mifflin Fellowship with the
corresponding $10,000 grant ("Pride of the Sox" 8). Kinsella's original short story was
converted into the first chapter of the novel and retains its original name. The only changes
made in the transition from short story to novel are minor ones, including changing the
datesfi"omthe European system to the American, and editing a few passages.
Major Criticisms of Shoeless Joe
While most critics of Shoeless Joe agree that its dream-like quality and magic are
perfect and well balanced, a few have criticized the work as being overly sentimental or
unbelievable. Although William Plummer likes the novel, hefindsit to be silly. Douglas
Hill agrees, pointing out that Kinsella's writing style, filled with simile and metaphor,
contributes to that sentimentalism and that "Shoeless Joe now and then appears to mn out
of steam, [and] slow down lazily to a crawl" (29). Like Plummer and Hill, Anne Collins,
one of the judges for Books in Canada's contest, finds the novel "sticky-sweet and
nostalgic and hard to take in the long run," while John Richardson, another judge for the
contest, calls the novel "mawkish and sentimental in certain passages." While Kinsella's
inclusion and depiction of J.D. Salinger in the novel offends a few critics, Ian Pearson and
11
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the Kirkus Review critic have more serious criticisms for the novel. As Pearson notes,
"Shoeless Joe does not fulfil its aspirations either as a literary fun house or as an elegy to
the game"; he seems more offended that the novel shows signs of quality than if it had been
"honest" blatant fluff He states that "Kinsella is boxed in by his own inventiveness" (59).
Alan Cheuse asserts that "the plot comes out of left field," and die anonymous reviewer
from Kirkus Review argues that the weakness of the novel comes from its origins. He
goes on to say that the short story in novel form is "fatally overextended," that the narrative
doesn't hold together, and that "the only plot-hook-the efforts of agri-businessmen to take
Ray's farm and destroy his ballfield-isn't anchored securely." He does, however, write
that he respects Kinsella's talent as a short story writer. The novel's negative criticisms,
mosdy that it is too sentimental, are limited.
The magic and sweetness of the novel, which serve as the basis for most negative
criticism of the novel, also supply much of the praise. Many critics note that the novel is a
"good baseball novel"; Art Hill, for example, writes that any reader who likes baseball will
like and will appreciate the novel for its representation of the game, and Barry Schweid
compliments Kinsella's ability to spin a wonderful myth "out of theritualof baseball." The
most positive comments on the novel attest to its magical and dreamlike quality. Richard
Schwarts suggests diat Kinsella uses Joe Jackson as well as other historical characters to
"celebrate dreams, private aspirations, and appreciation of the land, and to attack corporate
indifference to diese human necessities" (144). Extending the metaphor, Wayne Grady
compares baseball and dreams to writing: "our dreams and our realities drop effortlessly
into it, like line drive triples into deep left field." Daniel Rent calls the novel "lyrical,
seductive, and [an] altogether winning concoction" (10), while Gwendolyn MacEwen
praises the novel's ability to make the reader feel happy, to feel the magic ("Pride of the
Sox" 9). Two reviewers, Neil Randall and Jay Daly, state that the novel's rich
metaphorical makeup contributes to its success as a magical work: "The language of the
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book is almost over-rich with metaphor, but that doesn't matter because it suits the
mythic/magical atmosphere perfectly" (Daly). Finally, James Wall, who also notes the
book's magical qualities, attests that Shoeless Joe is a "vision of divine encounter" akin to a
religious experience. His categorization of the novel into die genre of religious fiction fits
one of baseball literature's major themes and shows the novel to fit into the framework of
traditional baseball fiction.
Summary of Shoeless Joe
Before I can thoroughly examine the themes of either Shoeless Joe or Field of Dreams.
I believe it is necessary that my reader be familiar with the story. Shoeless Joe, by W.P.
Kinsella, is narrated by Ray Kinsella, an Iowa com farmer with a wife named Annie and a
daughter named Karin. Although critics of both the novel and film insist on drawing
parallels between the author and narrator because of the shared surname, Kinsella has
repeatedly denied an extended autobiographical link, although he weaves reality with fiction
in this novel as well as his other works (The Thrill of the Grass). When Kinsella was
asked about reality in his works, he answered, "I am a fiction writer, I work from
imagination" (Horvath 185). Shoeless Joe is comprised of five chapters, "Shoeless Joe
Jackson Comes to Iowa," "They Tore Down the Polo Grounds in 1964," "The Life and
Times of Moonlight Graham," "The Oldest Living Chicago Cub," and "The Rapture of
J.D. Salinger."
The first chapter, "Shoeless Joe Jackson Comes to Iowa," is a transcription of
Kinsella's award-winning short story which earned him the opportunity to write the novel.
Throughout the novel, as Ray tells other characters the history of his baseball field, he calls
his tale, "Shoeless Joe Jackson Comes to Iowa." The novel begins with two paragraphs
devoted to Ray's father and his worship of Joe Jackson; these two characters form the
novel's spiritual center. Ray initially reports that three years earlier he heard a voice say.
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"If you build it, he will come" (3). Ray identifies the voice as that of an anonymous
baseball announcer; Ray follows the voice's advice, plows under part of his com crop, and
builds a baseball field. This action places the farm infinancialperil, and Annie's brodier,
Mark, attempts to foreclose on Ray's land. Although Ray builds most of the diamond
half-heartedly, he takes great pains on left field because he knows, in the same way he
knew to build die field, that left field is for Shoeless Joe Jackson, a member of die 1919
White (Black) Sox, who was accused of throwing the Worid Series and was suspended
firom baseball for life. All eight players directly involved in the scandal were suspended for
life, aldiough diey were acquitted of the charges in court. After three years, Ray has a fully
developed left field with aricketybleacher close by, an empty baseballfield,and
confidence diat Joe Jackson will appear to play baseball. One night, Annie tells Ray,
"There's someone on your lawn" (10). Before he even sees his hero, Ray intuitively
knows it is Shoeless Joe, and he is right. Sitting on the bleacher, Ray watches Joe play
ball widi ghost players who move in the shadows as Joe's opposition and his teammates.
Ray and Joe discuss baseball, Joe's love for it, and current events (in baseball), and Joe
asks permission to return to the field. Once Ray encourages his return, Joe informs him,
"There are others. If you were to finish the infield, why, old Chick Gandil could play first
base, and we'd have the Swede at shortstop and Buck Weaver at third. We could stick
McMullin in at second, and Eddie Cicotte and Lefty Williams would like to pitch again. Do
you think you could finish center field? It would mean a lot to Happy Felsch" (16). Ray
agrees but asks if he can get a tryout for a catcher he knows, thinking of his dead father.
Joe concurs and comments "God what an outfield. What a left field. This must be heaven"
(16). Ray answers, "No. It's Iowa," but adds, "I think you're right, Joe" (17).
The title to the second chapter, "They Tore Down the Polo Grounds in 1964," refers to
an interview which convinces Ray to set out on his second mission. Doing as Joe
requests, Ray completes the field and the other players appear, although therightfielder.
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catcher, and opponents are still ghosts. While Ray, Annie, and Karin watch a game, the
unknown announcer speaks again: "Ease his pain" (27). Ray knows instinctively that die
person whose pain he is supposed to ease is J.D. Salinger, and is further convinced when
he finds an interview in which Salinger expressed a wish to play baseball with the Giants,
but remarks that he'd "seen [himself] grow too old for that dream-seen the Giants moved
across a continent to San Francisco, and finally, they tore down the Polo Grounds in 1964"
(31). Ray buys a gun, goes on a baseball tour of central America and, after weathering
threats from iner-city hoodlums of Chicago and a domestic squabble complete with a
firearm in a Cleveland diner, travels to Boston to kidnap J.D. Salinger and take him to
Fenway Park for a Red Sox game. While at the game, Ray receives a message containing
the statistical information for Archibald "Moonlight" Graham, who played one inning for
the 1905 Giants, and hears the line "Go the distance" (79). Graham played for one game in
rightfieldwith the 1905 Giants, and his entry in The Ba.seball Encyclopedia appears just as
Kinsella presents it in the novel (911). After cutting his head on a girder at Fenway Park (a
fact which will become somewhat important later in the story), Ray returns Salinger to his
home and prepares to leave; however, Salinger has also received a message, and the two
men set out for Chisholm, Minnesota, to find Graham.
In the appropriately tided third chapter, "The Life and Times of Moonlight Graham,"
Salinger and Ray investigate Graham while attempting to discover the meaning of their
messages. While visiting the Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown, they leam that
Graham became a doctor after he retired from baseball. Throughout their journey, Salinger
fears being recognized: however, he slowly realizes that either no one knows who he is or
no one recognizes him. Stopping at the local newspaper, they leam that Graham is dead
but that he was a doctor in the community for half a century. Ray and Salinger speak to
many locals who praise Graham for his ability as a doctor and kindness to everyone he met;
however, Ray and Salinger still wonder why they are in Chisholm. Walking alone at
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night, Ray finds himself in 1955, face to face with Doc Graham. Discussing Doc's career
in baseball, Ray asks, "what was it like to brush against fame like a stranger hurrying past
in a crowd?" (124). He answers, "It would have killed some men to get so close. They'd
never do anything else but talk about how close they were." Doc replies, "If I'd only got to
be a doctor for five minutes, now that would have been a tragedy" (127), and Ray realizes
that he is supposed to leave Chisholm without the Doc. As Ray and Salinger leave for
Iowa, they pick up a young hitchhiker, carrying spikes and wearing a baseball uniform,
who calmly informs them that his name is Archie Graham.
In "The Oldest Living Chicago Cub," on the way to Iowa, Ray, Salinger, and Archie
make a few stops. They break into the field in Minnesota to play and to stage Archie's
nickname, "Moonlight," and pick up Eddie Scissons, the former owner of Ray's farm,
who claims to be the oldest living Chicago Cub, in Iowa City. When the men return home,
Ray learns that his identical twin brother, Richard, whom he has not seen or heard from in
twenty years, has been to the house to visit. Richard felt summoned to look for Kinsellas
in phone books and found Annie only a few days earlier. The only visible difference
between the two men is that Richard has a scar on his left temple from a fall as a child;
however, now diat Ray cut his head at the game, they are identical. The men groom and
mow die field, and Ray hopes that the players will return soon. They do.
The returning players include the eight banned White Sox and Ray's father as the
catcher, diey lack only a right fielder. When Joe asks Archie where he has been the boy
runs on to the field and becomes the Sox's right fielder. Richard is the only "real" person
present who cannot see the players and the magic on the field. When the game ends.
Moonlight leaves with the players because he has magically become one of them and
dierefore exists only in their sphere. As Miu-k shows up to intertupt the game and convince
Ray to sell the farm, the reader learns that Eddie has sold the mortgage to Mark under direat
diat Mark will expose him as a fraud because he simply dreamed of playing for the Cubs
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but never actually played, a fact which Ray has always known. In the next game, the
White Sox's opponents are not ghosts, but the 1908 Chicago Cubs, for whom Kid
Scissons appears. Although he is shelled by the White Sox batters, his baseball dream is
fulfilled. After the game, Eddie makes preparations to die and tells Ray he must talk to his
father. Because Eddie loves baseball and Ray's field is the place at which his dream has
been fulfilled, he asks and is buried in left field. While Ray attempts to show the game to
Richard, and Mark and his partner, Bluestein, arrive with a temporary order and intentions
to destroy the field, Karin falls from the bleacher and stops breathing. With the hospital
twenty minutes away, Ray knows that getting Karin to the hospital in time to help her is
hopeless. However, as Ray looks to the field. Moonlight steps from the field into reality.
His glove metamorphoses into a medical bag, and he becomes not Moonlight Graham, but
Doc Graham. After saving Karin, Doc disappears.
Aldiough Ray has been unable to help Richard see, he tries to convey to him the reality
of the field. Salinger tells Ray that he has had a dream and that people will come to see the
field, pay $20 apiece, and save the farm. Salinger is right and the cars start arriving. Ray,
with Richard, who is beginning to see the game, go to talk to their father after a doubleheader and achieve a reconciliation with the man who will someday sire them.
In the final nhnpter of Shoeless Joe. "The Rapture of J.D. Salinger," we learn
Salinger's purpose. After a game, Joe invites Salinger to come through the door in right
field, which signifies the barrier between reality and a world of mystery and magic.
Aldiough Ray is initially violently offended that the players pick Salinger rather than him,
when he learns that Salinger really gave the interview about the Giants, which he has been
adamandy denying throughout their friendship, Ray understands Salinger's passion for the
game. Salinger leaves with the players, and Ray, Annie, and Karin look toward the field
from die comfort of their home.
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The Theme of Love in Shoeless Joe
While W.P. Kinsella denies that his literature should be linked to serious literary
themes, in an interview with Brooke Horvath he acknowledges the importance of love in
his stories: "I agree that the best sports literature isn't really about sports. I, for instance,
write love stories diat have baseball as a background" (186). Like Malamud's The Natural.
which has significant depictions and representations of both pure and tainted love. Shoeless
i£>S, is full of several types and references to love; because Ray is the story's nartator, his
loves are spotlighted. In The Natural. Iris Lemon represents a pure and sacrificial love,
while Memo represents a tainted, selfish love. Throughout Shoeless Joe. Ray testifies to
his love of his family and baseball. He tells the characters he encounters of his love, while
he demonstrates his love through his actions and beliefs. Ray is not the only character who
is capable of love; Doc Graham embodies love for a place and eventually performs the
ultimate sacrifice, a sacrifice he makes because of his love for human life.
Through his exclusive relationship with the reader, Ray reports his love. Immediately
after hearing the voice and partially to convince the reader of his sanity and to explain his
actions, Ray explains, "I count the loves in my life: Annie, Karin, Iowa, Baseball. The
great god Baseball" (6). As Ray tells his story, a story he refers to as "Shoeless Joe
Jackson Comes to Iowa," he constantly reminds the reader of his love for his family, Iowa,
and baseball. When Salinger is unable to comprehend and unwilling to believe Ray's
feelings for baseball and his dream, Ray denies an ulterior motive:
I consider myself happy. I'm one of the few happy men in the United
States. I own a farm. I grow corn. I have a wife who not only loves me
but understands me; and a daughter who has red hair and green eyes like
her mother.
I love to stand in my yard at dawn, smell the dew, and watch the
sun come up. I've built a magical baseball diamond at the edge of the
cornfield, and I spend my evenings there watching. . . .(71)
Salinger is still unable to comprehend Ray's feelings and asks him why he would follow
the voice's instmction to kidnap him. Ray answers, "There were a lot of reasons.
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Baseball, for one. As you can tell, I love the game" (81). Ray continues to express his
love for his wife to the reader through his narration:
Annie's curls are damp on her forehead, an all the time she sings to me,
love songs in tongues, bird .sounds, bird songs thrilling and brilliant as
morning. And when I look at her face in the silky darkness, I marvel that I
can love her so much, marvel that our love puts other things in perspective.
I wish I had some kind of fame to dedicate to her: that I was an auto racer,
a bullfighter, an author, even a politician~I see myself making my
acceptance speech, thanking piu-ty faithful, then calling Annie forward to
share the applause, the adoration. (156)
Although Ray cannot acknowledge his love for his wife to the public as he wishes, he is
able to express that love to the reader; this story is his accomplishment; it is his auto race,
his bullfight, his victory, and the expressions of love for Annie which permeate the novel
are his calling her forward to acknowledge his feelings. Ironically, Annie's lack of
knowledge about sports is typical of the female in sports literature (Oriard 180). Her
ignorance of sports minutiae and sports in general is indicated when she asks Ray if Joe is
the same Jackson he yells at to drop the ball on TV. He jokes that "Annie's sense of
baseball history is not highly developed" (11). Ray loves not only his wife and daughter
but his brother and father. On meeting and becoming acquainted with his father he vows to
"guide the conversations, like taking a car around a long, gentle curve in the road, and
we'll hardly realize that we're talking of love, and family, and life, and beauty, and
friendship, and sharing . . . " (215). His explanations of love expand to include the talking
other characters, his father and brother, will do of love. Ray becomes so involved in the
relendess pursuit and supports of love that he feels free continually to remind the reader of
that love. His recurring references to love of his family, land, and baseball permeate the
novel and lay the foundation for a novel filled with those loves.
Kinsella conveys Ray's love for his family, Iowa, and baseball not only through his
speech, but through his actions and feelings. His love for Karin and the beauty of life is
expressed in a scene he remembers while preparing to meet Salinger:
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. . . I remember once driving through Iowa City with Karin at my side, over
street where trees formed a dizzying arch of pink and white. Petals fell
silently on the car as we drove.
"Don't run over the flowers," she said to me.
We stopped the car an Karin and I walked on the tender grass
between the sidewalk and street, Karin gathering the velvet droplets,
pressing them to her face, scattering them over her head.
I had to go to Iowa City again that night. As I tucked Karin into
bed in her room with curtains covered in kittens and ballerinas, I said, "Is
there anything I can bring you?" figuring on an ice-cream bar, a Dr. Pepper,
or a slice of cheese pizza, which incredibly, she likes to eat cold for
breakfast.
"Bring me the flowers, Daddy," she said. "I want some to touch
when I wake up in the morning." (48)
After gathering the flowers in a styrofoam cup, Ray recalls how he
. . . carried them home on the seat beside me like an urn of ashes, and
placed them on the night table beside Karin's bed. I watched her sleeping;
she slept on her back, her right-hand palm up beside her head. She looks
like Annie run through a copying machine that reduces things in size. I bent
and kissed her freckled nose. 1 will probably never love her more than I did
at that moment. (49)
Ray's love for earthly things and beauty, as represented by the flowers, allows the reader
to see the intensity of his feelings for beauty and happiness, while his outpouring of love
for Karin shows his love both for her and for her mother as the prototype for her. Ray also
expresses his love for Iowa and his family in a scene in which he remembers becoming one
with the land:
The year after Annie and I were martied, the year we first rented this farm, I
dug Annie's garden for her; dug it by hand, stepping a spade into the soft
black soil, ruining my salesman's hands. After I finished, it rained, and
Iowa spring rain as soft as spray from a warm hose. The clods of earth I
had dug seemed to melt until the garden leveled out, looking like a patch of
black ocean. It was near noon on a gentle Sunday when I walked out to that
garden. The soil was soft and my shoes disappeared as 1 plodded until I
was near the center. There 1 knelt, the soil cool on my knees. 1 looked up
at the low gray sky; the rain had stopped and the only sound was the
surrounding trees dripping fragrantly. Suddenly I thrust my hands wristdeep into the snuffy-black earth. The air was pure. All around me the clean
smell of earth and water. Keeping my hands buried I stirred the earth with
my fingers and I knew I loved Iowa as much as a man could love a piece of
earth.
When I came back to the house Annie stopped me at the door, made
me wait on the verandah and then hosed me down as if I were a door with
too many handprints on it, while I tried to explain my epiphany. It is very
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difficult to describe an experience of religious significance while you are
being sprayed with a garden hose by a laughing, loving woman. (13-14)
As Ray reverendy stirs the soil with his hands, he becomes one with it and realizes his love
for Iowa. This love for the land is felt, not just by Ray but by Eddie Scissons, the man
firom whom Ray buys the farm and who is such an intense baseball fan that he retains
delusions of playing for the 1908 Chicago Cubs. Perhaps the love for baseball is a quality
which transcends the hearts of the owners of the farm and enriches the land not with the
ability to grow great com or beans or okra but with the magic to grow dreams and love.
Doc Graham is fully able to understand Ray's love for the land because he has a
similar love for the land of Minnesota. When Ray asks Doc why he setded in Chisholm,
Doc answers, "This is my favorite place in the whole world. I don't think I have to tell you
what that means. You look like that kind of fellow who has a favorite place. Once the land
touches you, the wind never blows so cold again. You feel for the land like it was your
child. When that happens to you, you can't be bought." Ray replies, "I know," and thinks
"of the soft breath of Iowa on my [his] face" (125). Ray's association with Doc is so
complete that he later echos Doc's feelings for a special rural environment. Although this
exchange follows the other in the novel, it appears to have occurted first chronologically.
Arguing with Mark over computer farming and loving the land, Ray cries, "You have to be
touched by the land. Once you've been touched by the land, the wind never blows so cold
again, because your love files the edges off it. And when the land suffers from flood or
drought or endless winter, you feel for it more than yourself, and you do what you can to
ease its pain" (163). Kinsella's invocation of thoughts which will later make their way into
the thoughts and words of an old, dead doctor in Minnesota and a mysterious voice in
Ray's cornfield remind the reader that this is fiction. This recurtence shows not a lack of
consistency or Ray's inability to comprehend reality accurately, but the inextricable nature
of the love he has for his land and how it affects not only him but those he encounters.
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The final love expressed by characters in this novel is the love for baseball held by Joe
Jackson, J.D. Salinger, and Moonlight Graham. On the night of Joe's first appearance,
Joe tells Ray that being suspended was like:
having a part of me amputated, slick and smooth and painless. A friend of
mine used to tell about the war, how him and a buddy was running across a
field when a piece of shrapnel took his friend's head off, and how the friend
ran, headless, for several strides before he fell. I'm told that old men wake
in the night and scratch itchy legs that have been dust for fifty years. That
was me. Years and years later, I'd wake in the night with the smell of the
ballpark in my nose and the cool grass on my feet. The thrill of the grass.
(12-13)
Joe goes on to describe the physical and spiritual aspects of his love for the game:
I loved the game. I'd have played for food money. I'd have played free
and worked for food. It was the game, the parks, the smells, the sounds.
Have you ever held a bat or a baseball to your face? The varnish, the
leather. And it was the crowd, the excitement of them rising as one when
the ball was hit deep. The sound was like a chorus. Then there was the
chug-a-lug of the tin lizzies in the parking lots, and the hotels with their
brass spittoons in the lobbies and brass beds in the rooms. It makes me
tingle all over like a kid on his way to hisfirstdouble-header, just to talk
about it. (13)
Joe's very sensual description allows the reader to feel his love for the game. Kinsella
liked the line "the thrill of the grass" so much that he turned it into a short story and the tide
story of a collection of short stories. Later, when Ray asks Doc about his baseball wish.
Doc expresses a similar passion for the game:
If I had a wish,... I'd have liked the chance to stare down a pitcher.
Stare him down, and then wink just as he goes into the wind-up; make him
wonder if I know something he doesn't, if he should change the pitch in
mid-delivery. Yes, that's what I wish for, Ray Kinsella: the chance to
squint my eyes when the sky is so blue it hurts to look at it, and to feel the
tingle that runs up your arms when you connect dead-on. The chance to run
the bases, stretch a double to a triple, and flop face-first into third base,
wrapping my arms around the bag. (128)
Doc's love for baseball involves sensuality, the physical pleasure of playing the game.
Salinger's feelings for the game stem from his dream to play major league baseball: "When
I was a kid,... I wanted more than anything else in the world to play at the Polo Grounds.
But I've seen myself grow too old for that dream-seen the Giants moved across a
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continent to San Francisco, and finally, they tore down the Polo Grounds in 1964" (31).
Salinger and Doc both dream of playing major league baseball, but the intensity and realism
of Doc's baseball dream and the realization of that dream make his sacrifice the ultimate
sacrifice. Although Doc does not die, his dream of playing baseball once again is
destroyed when he makes the choice to save Karin:
Moonlight Graham loping [lopes] in from right field, lithe, dark, athletic:
the same handsome young man who played that one inning of baseball in
1905. But as he moves closer, his features begin to change, his step slows.
He seems to become smaller. His baseball uniform fades away and is
replaced by a black overcoat. His ba.seball cap is gone, supplanted by a
thatch of white hair. As I watch, his glove miraculously turns into a black
bag. The man who without a backward glance walks around the comer of
the fence~a place where none of the other players will venture-is not
Moonlight Graham, the baseball player of long ago, but the Doc Graham I
spoke with on that moonlit night in Chisholm, Minnesota. (208)
Although Doc's transformation is his ultimate sacrifice, it is a decision he has been destined
to make from the time he tells Ray, "If I'd only got to be a doctor for five minutes, now
diat would have been a tragedy" (127); to prevent that tragedy, he sacrifices his baseball
wish. The three players' love for the game parallels Ray's love for the game; however,
while Ray's love for the game is a spectator's love, Joe's, Doc's, and Salinger's love for
the game is the love of dreaming players. The intensity of Doc's dream and love for the
game intensify the meaning of his sacrifice in saving Karin.
The Theme of Baseball in Shoeless Joe
The game of baseball is one of the major themes in the novel. Henry Wiggen would
consider diis novel to be one of those Larderian novels, more about driving and kidnapping
and paying the mortgage than about baseball. However, Shoeless Joe literally filled with
baseball. In his interview with Horvath, Kinsella states that baseball is the perfect medium
for literature because "there are no limitations" (188), and many of his baseball stories have
varied origins. He reports that in coming up with the idea for Shoeless Joe, he
remembered the stories his dad told him about the 1919 White Sox and Shoeless Joe
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Jackson, so he reread Eight Men Out, and asked, "what would happen if Shoeless Joe
Jackson came to Iowa in this time scene?" (Horvath 184-85) The game, which has
remained almost the same throughout the last century regardless of minor scandals such as
the White Sox and Pete Rose and continues with the same rules and borders as in 1919,
fills the novel with its inherent presence in Ray's life. Aldiough the game has had the
influence offireeagency, rising salaries, astroturf, and the designated hitter, the rules have
remained remarkably similar to those of seventy-five years ago. Baseball is praised by
both players and non-players throughout the novel, and is even a metaphor for American
society in Shoeless Joe.
Ray Kinsella's life has been permeated with baseball since his father recited statistics
to his unborn son. His "birthstone is a diamond" which carries two meanings: the playing
field for a baseball game, but, more importantly, a symbol of value, tenacity, and treasure;
three qualities which Ray's life, dream, and fami contain. As Mark argues with Ray over
selling the farm and the inevitable failure inherent in keeping it, he taunts him, "Sure,
you're going to discover diamonds in your cornfield" (63). Although Mark is unaware of
the importance of this statement, his prediction is accurate, as Ray not only has a diamond
on which to play baseball, but one which provides him with the wealth to keep his family
safe on the farm. Ray informs the reader that "Baseball is a ceremony, a ritual, as surely as
sacrificing a goat beneath a full moon is a ritual. The only difference is that most of us
realize that it is a game" (72). He "advocate[s] the establishment of shrines in recognition of
baseball greats: Ty Cobb, Tris Speaker, Shoeless Joe Jackson, Ruth, Gehrig, Mantle,
Mays, DiMaggio, and a few dozen others" (30). Later, Ray celebrates baseball to Salinger:
"Baseball games are like snowflakes and fingerprints; no two are ever the saine" (84).
Ray's ability to understand and accept his obsession only increases that obsession. When
Ray transverses time and meets Doc in 1955, he finds a kindred soul, a man who
understands diat "any game becomes important when you know and love the players"
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(117). Ray loves the history of his game, and his willingness to risk his farm and put in
thousands of hours working on the field to bring back his heroes and his father exemplify
that love.
As the novel progresses, we see that the game of baseball has not changed throughout
the years; the rules are the same as they were seventy-five years ago. The players who
transcend the borders of time and death find the game unchanged; they don't have to
undergo an educational process to assimilate their play to the game in 1980, and the only
notable change occurs when Joe asks Ray about the lights. Ray later observes, "The year
might be 1900 or 1920 or 1979, for all the field itself has changed" (73). The lack of
temporal limitations on the game allows the players to play regardless of their varying ages.
The White Sox played in 1919 and died in varying years; Kid Scissons would have played
in 1908 had he played major league ball, and the Cubs who return are ft-om 1908 while
Moonlight Graham played his only game in 1905. The players are able to return to the
magical field at the age of their greatest accomplishment and talent to play together. Play is
not only beautiful in the field created by Ray, it is beautiful in the Red Sox game he and
Salinger attend:
Craig Kusick, the Twins' lumbering first baseman, lunges to his right for a
sharply hit baseball. He goes down slow as a toppling tree, the ball
snapping into his glove as little puffs of dust rise in the air all along the
length of his body. He scrambles to a sitting position and prepares to throw
to first, but the rookie relief pitcher is watching in awe from his position in
front of the mound. He has forgotten to cover first. Then out of the comer
of my eye I catch sight of Rob Wilfong, the second baseman, who has
sensed the problem in that way good ballplayers have of anticipating a play.
He sprints toward first, screaming like a hawk making a long dive at a
rabbit, in order to alert Kusick, who throws from his sitting position,
throws to an empty bag. But the ball falls into Wilfong's glove as he
sprints across the picture like a breeze, touching the comer of the bag,
avoiding a collision with the galloping runner; their shadows collide but
their bodies miss.
The play reaffirms what I already know-that baseball is the most
perfect of games, solid, true, pure and precious as diamonds. (78)
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According to Ray's vision, baseball is impervious to outside influences. With the
exception of lights, artificial turf, indoor stadiums, and the American League's addition of
die designated hitter, baseball has not changed and will not change. Even these changes are
not to enhance or improve the play, but to increase attendance and the improve comfort for
the fan.
Joe, Doc, and Salinger all dream of ba.seball and acknowledge that it is the ultimate
game and challenge. Joe's two monologues illustrate these points. It the first, Joe
describes his suspension as similar to a physical handicap:
. . . having a part of me amputated, slick and smooth and painless. A friend
of mine used to tell about the war, how him and a buddy was mnning
across a field when a piece of shrapnel took his friend's head off, and how
the friend ran, headless, for several strides before he fell. I'm told that old
men wake in the night and scratch itchy legs that have been dust for fifty
years. That was me. Years and years later, I'd wake in the night with the
smell of the ballpark in my nose and the cool grass on my feet. The thrill of
the grass. (12-13)
His second monologue captures the intensity of his love for the game:
I loved the game. I'd have played for food money. I'd have played free
and worked for food. It was the game, the parks, the smells, the sounds.
Have you ever held a bat or a baseball to your face? The varnish, the
leather. And it was the crowd, the excitement of them rising as one when
the ball was hit deep. The sound was like a chorus. Then there was the
chug-a-lug of the tin lizzies in the parking lots, and the hotels with their
brass spittoons in the lobbies and brass beds in the rooms. It makes me
tingle all over like a kid on his way to his first double-header, just to talk
about it. (13)
These two monologues show baseball as his ultimate game. His sensual feeling for and
description of the facets and tools of the game transcend the limits of time or death; his love
for the game allows him to return to Ray's cornfield and play once again. Doc describes
his feelings for the game and the only major league game he ever played in:
I tried to make myself extra alert, watch the bat, the pitcher's motion, so I
could get a good jump on the ball. But I felt so isolated. I kept telling
myself, this is it. You've hit the top. The major leagues. You can say for
the rest of your life, 'I played for the New York Giants'. . . . The ball was
never hit out of the infield. A pop-up to the left side, a soft grounder to
short, and a come-backer, and it was all over. I bet I wasn't out in right
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field more than five minutes. And that was fifty years ago. . . . I guess it
made more of an impression on me than I like to admit. It was the top of
my profession. I likely could have made it somewhere else. The Giants
won the pennant by nine games over Pittsburgh that year. Christy
Mathewson won thirty-one games. It was a hard line-up to crack. (126-27)
The special nature of die game allows Doc to remember the events of 1905 and to dream of
playing again. His baseball wish is not only to play but to feel the sensual excitement of
die game, which includes the tingle of the bat when it strikes the ball and the feel of solid
ground under his feet, and he even asks Ray for the magic to make his wish come true.
Salinger also dreams of being a ball player, although the reader never sees his dream of
playing fulfilled. As Ray sets out on his journey to Boston, he feels "like a baseball scout
for a miserly second-division team, reluctantly traveling away to woo an extravagantly
priced free agent" (37). From this initial classification of Salinger as a free-agent, he
becomes a baseball player in his wishes and desires. In his interview, he had professed the
dream of becoming a player for the Giants, a dream he gave up when he "saw the Giants
moved across a continent to San Franci.sco, and finally they tore down the Polo Grounds in
1964!" (81). Later, at the time of his rapture, Salinger admits to giving the interview,
succumbs to his dreams of becoming a baseball player, and pursues his new dream to
"play, or, like Eddie Scissons, get to sit in the stands the way I am now, and watch a
twenty-year-old kid, with a smooth face and black, pompadoured hair, try out with the
1938 Giants" (223). Joe's, Doc's, and Salinger's passion for the game show that it is not
just a game which is loved by the fans or by writers, but that those participating in it love
the game. Ray recalls the question on the form sent out by the Hall of Fame: '"If you had it
to do over again, would you play professional baseball?'" The historian told Ray that he
could not remember any player answering "no" to that question, and this positive reaction
to the player's experience in baseball shows the love for the game.
Baseball has different representations in Shoeless Joe. W.P. Kinsella states that his
story is "a love story about following dreams and making them come true. Because it's a
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fantasy about a perfect world, it has to involve baseball, because baseball would have a part
to play in a perfect world" (Knight). Ray sees the game as "a metaphor for something else:
perhaps trust, or freedom, or ritual, or faithfulness, or joy, or any of the other things that
baseball can symbolize" (82). In this novel, baseball is a metaphor for everything Ray has
just mentioned and more. Seeing baseball as a metaphor for freedom and America,
Salinger delivers his monologue on the game:
I don't have to tell you that the one constant through all the years has been
baseball. America has been erased like a blackboard, only to be rebuilt and
then erased again. But ba.seball has marked time with [sic][while]America
has rolled by like a procession of steamrollers. It is the same game that
Moonlight Graham played in 1905. It is a living part of history, like calico
dresses, stone crockery, and threshing crews eating at outdoor tables. It
continually reminds us of what once was, like an Indianhead penny in a
handful of new coins. (213)
Through Kinsella's use of All-American imagery, he emphasizes the nature of baseball as a
metaphor for American society. Eddie tells Ray that ba.seball can equal the perfect
reconciliation with his father: '"Once you meet him, it will be like the last inning of a
perfecdy played ball game-you'll pray for extra innings so you'll never have to go home.
You'll see'" (195). Kinsella believes that the perfect game would always go on for extra
innings and that wish for the almost perfect game is executed in his novel The Iowa
Baseball Confederacv. which revolves around a game which lasts over 2000 innings and
40 days. The final representation of baseball in Shoeless Joe is its representation as a
religion. Ray tells Salinger "about the second coming of the voice" (64). His classification
of the appearance of the voice with religious undertones shows that he acknowledges the
events of the novel as not just fantastic but as religious.
The Theme of Religion in Shoeless Joe
Shoeless Joe also represents the traditions of baseball literature because it can be read
as a religious allegory, containing references to heaven and a perfect existence and to the
rituals of religion, mixed with the rituals of baseball. All the characters seem to
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acknowledge and speak of the religious context of the story. Ray's feelings about religion
permeate his narration, and he ultimately realizes that the story contains religious
undertones.
Although Ray is a very religious person, he satirizes his wife's family's religion and
hypocrisy throughout the novel. He makes fun of her division between "Christians" and
"non-Christians" as he mocks his mother-in-law and her choice of borders and favorite
children. Ray believes that religion, like baseball and the "voice," should be experienced
rather than analyzed and discussed. When Scissons asks Ray his beliefs about heaven,
Ray answers, "Seems to me that's getting into religion. I try never to discuss religion or
politics-I don't have enough friends that I can afford to" (105-106). Later, he explains:
"The kind of people I absolutely cannot tolerate are those, like Annie's mother, who never
let you forget they are religious. It seems to me that a truly religious person would let his
life be example enough, would not let his religion interfere with being a human being, and
would not be so insecure as to have to fawn publicly before his gods"(148). Ray is a tmly
religious person, who lets his life be an example and who lives by that example. By
temporarily sacrificing his health, his farm, and his family to blindly follow an unknown,
supernatural voice, he proves his religious nature.
All the baseball players in the novel consider the ballfield to be a reUgious entity, and
express their wonder and faith. As Joe plays ball on his first night at Ray's field, he tells
him, "This must be heaven" (16). Ray answers, "No. It's Iowa," but reconsidering
agrees: "I diink you're right, Joe" (16-17). From this first realization that the field is
heaven, players continue to characterize it as both heaven and as perfect. When Ray tells
Annie of his intention to go kidnap Salinger, she answers, "Ray, it's so perfect here. Do
whatever you have to, to keep it that way" (28), approving of Ray's belief in the dream.
Ray's brother Richard, who is unable to see the play and the players or even his father is
able to see the importance of the land as he tells him, "Ray, people toss around the phrase
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'Heaven on earth,' but it seems to me you've gotten a lock on it" (211). When Ray and
Richard meet and talk to their father, it is "like the last inning of a perfectly played ball
game-you'll pray for extra innings so you'll never have to go home" (195). Extra innings
are a version of heaven in which the play never comes to an official end, and on Ray's
ballfield it never has to come to an end.
The terminology of the novel revolves around religious rituals, traditions, and rites.
Ray's first mention of Kenesaw Mountain Landis reminds the reader that Landis is the
enemy or former enemy: "The name Kenesaw Mountain Landis became synonymous with
the Devil"(7) because of his decision to ban the White Sox. Later, the reader realizes the
religious significance of the voice as Ray tells "Salinger about the second coming of the
voice" (64). When Salinger fails to understand why or how Ray followed the voice, Ray
compares it to a religious conversion, which leads Salinger to remark that "Religious
fanatics are known to have detailed visions. You're obviously a baseball fanatic" (64).
Salinger, still confused by their mission and his role in it, is able to identify Ray's role; he
asks, "Is this some kind of penance you're doing?" (83). While they are driving back from
Minnesota, Kinsella's decision to call Salinger's journey into the corn "The Rapture of J.D.
Salinger" reaffirms his classification of the events of the novel as reHgious. By entering the
field as an active participant, Salinger is enters heaven. Confused by the field and his
brother's actions as well as the actions of the rest of the occupants of the farm, Richard
asks, "Is this some kind of religion?" (168). Ray realizes and acknowledges the link
between baseball and religion as he pulls into the parking lot at the Twins' park and
remarks, "A ballpark at night is more like a church than a church" (135). This spiritual
link is avowed by all characters who comprehend the meaning of their experiences.
Eddie Scissons provides the overt religious representation of the story, as his burial is
a reference to the rituals of traditional religious ceremonies as the players bury him in left
field. The sermon he delivers to the players and fans is his most significant religious
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experience. Eddie has told Ray that he is a religious man at the time of their first meeting,
and he demonstrates that religion when the players and fans surtound Eddie, who is
"looking for all the worid like an Old Testament prophet on the side of a mountain." He
enacts a parody of traditional religious ritual as he begins to chant, "The world is baseball"
(191). He unsuccessfully preaches the importance of baseball: "Can you imagine walking
around with the very word of baseball enshrined inside you? Because the word of
salvation is baseball... and the words that I speak are spirit, and are baseball." Scissons
preaches baseball as a panacea:
Praise the name of baseball. The word will set captives free. The word will
open the eyes of the blind. The word will raise the dead. Have you the
word of baseball living inside you? Has the word of baseball become part
of you? Do you live it, play it, digest it, forever? Let an old man tell you to
make the word of baseball your life. Walk into the world and speak of
baseball. Let the word flow through you like water, so that it may quicken
the thirst of your fellow man. (193)
Scissons intuitively understands the importance of baseball and its religious connotations.
After Eddie's speech and Salinger's dream, Salinger likens the watching of the game to
baptism, as he tells how the fans will "watch the game, and it will be as if they have knelt
in front of a faith healer, or dipped themselves in magic waters where a saint once rose like
a serpent and cast benedictions to the wind like peach petals" (212). The belief in the field
and the religion of baseball makes the story and the characters religious.
The Theme of Dreams in Shoeless Joe
Shoeless Joe is a surrealistic novel; it is not only full of dreams and contains the
enactment and fulfillment of dreams; it is written mystically. Throughout the novel W.P.
Kinsella uses the description of literal dreams to illustrate the theme of dreams. Kinsella
also allows Ray to see his creation not only with magic and wonder and love, but through
the eyes of a dream. While his descriptions of the field and players on that field throughout
the story are metaphorical and dreamy, they are misty but not soggy. Many of Ray's
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encounters throughout the novel are written in a very dream-filled manner, and the
appearance, reappearance, and transformation of Moonlight Graham are the most dreamfilled.
Throughout die novel, the characters speak of literal dreams. They seem to be linked
by a predilection to dreaming and precognition of events of their lives; however, all have
dreams and mention them. As Ray labors with love, pain, and physical exertion while
building the field, he wants his work to be completed but confesses that
The process is all so slow, as dreams are slow, as dreams suspend time like
a balloon hung in midair. I want it all to happen now. I want that catcher to
appear. I want whatever miracle 1 am party to, to prosper and grow: I want
the dimensions of time that have been loosened from their foundations to
entwine like a basketful of bright embroidery threads. But it seems that
even for dreams, I have to work and wait. It hardly seems fair. (23)
He knows that both day and night dreams require time and trust in the voice or whatever
source guides him. Ray's first encounter with his farm is not quite like a dream but rather
"like waking from a nightmare" (101) as he quits his life insurance job and moves onto the
farm. As Ray searches for Moonlight Graham and an answer to his purpose in Chisholm,
his dream is not of Graham or his wife or even of J.D. Salinger, whom he has helped
abduct; driven by one mission and one voice, his "only dream is of Shoeless Joe Jackson,
and the phantom White Sox standing silently in left field staring down at something, sadly"
(109). In his precognitive dream, Ray may see either Eddie Scissons' grave in left field, or
Karin's fallen body as she waits for Doc to come to her aid, or the players waiting for Ray
to return and hoping the farm will not be sold. Not only does Ray not know what is wrong
in the dream, his vision does not seem to bother him, as this passage is the only mention he
ever makes of his precognition. The players' appearance in Ray's dream is their only
action while not on the field. When Ray asks them what they do when they leave die field,
Gandil answers, "We sleep," while Felsch says, "And wait," and Joe finishes, "And
dream,. . . Oh, how we dream . . . " (186). If they dream while off the field, perhaps this
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is how they find their way into Ray's dream; the many dreams connect to send Ray a
message. Like Ray, Eddie Scissons is visited by a vision of precognition. Although Ray
has been away for a few weeks and has not been able to visit for a while, Eddie tells him,
"I dreamed about you last night and I said to myself, I bet Ray's gonna come see me today"
(147). He is right, as Ray, Salinger, and Archie pick him up and take him to the farm to
fulfill his dreams. Finally, the future of Ray's farm is decided by the arrival of people to
watch the game, and Salinger sees this arrival in his dream. Kinsella writes: "Late in the
game, Salinger suddenly taps me on the arm. 'I've had a dream,' he says when I turn to
look at him. 'I know how things are going to turn out'" (211). His subsequent eloquent
description of how and why people will come to the field convinces the listeners that he is
right, and as he finishes the first car arrives. Ray commends Salinger, "You talk a good
dream," and Salinger answers, "1 dream of things that never were" (212). He might
"dream of things that never were," but he does not dream of things that never will be for as
the cars arrive Ray knows that Gypsy is holding the "cement to keep the stadium solid and
permanent as the game it hou.ses" (215).
Throughout the novel, Ray views the game and specifically his field with love and
dreams, and he describes that field metaphorically and mystically manner. Ray builds up a
rapport with the field that binds the novel together. His relationship with the field becomes
a love story, and die most metaphorical description of that love occurs when he tries to
keep the killing frost from damaging his field:
But I used a trick a groundskeeper in Minneapolis had taught me, saying he
learned it from grape farmers in California. I carried out a hose, and,
making the spray so fine it was sciu-cely more than a fog, I sprayed the soft,
shaggy spring grass all that chilled night. My hands ached and my face
became wet and cold, but, as I watched, the spray froze on the grass,
enclosing each blade in a gossamer-crystal coating of ice. A covering that
served like a coat of armor to dispel the real frost that was set like a weasel
upon killing in the night. I seemed to stand taller than ever before as the
sun rose, turning the ice to eye-dazzling droplets, each a prism, making the
field an orgy of rainbows. (8-9)
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The field becomes a beautiful spectacle of color containing rainbows and prisms, and die
presence of rainbows on the field promises success and survival for the field and the
dreams it contains. Later, when the field needs repaired due to forced neglect while he was
on the road, Ray cares for it lovingly:
I recall raking the infield after supper, tweaking out an occasional weed that
had infiltrated while I was away. The earth of the infield, for the most part,
had that abandoned look that dirt quickly acquires when it is not tended-like
a car windshield splattered with raindrops that have dried like black lace.
My footprints, my players' footprints, had been erased by gentle wind and
spring rain. From my hands, and knees, the ground had a moonscape aura-tiny grains of dirt looked like mountains, an ant was something prehistoric.
The earth around the bases was fine as brown flour when I finished. (157)
He transforms die field from its state of neglect to the beauty produced by his labor. While
trying to tell Salinger about his magic place, he says, "I love to stand in my yard at dawn,
smell the dew, and watch the sun come up. I've built a magical baseball diamond at die
edge of the cornfield, and I spend my evenings there watching..." (71). Ray's special
relationship with his field allows him to commune with it while everyone and everything,
including his field, sleeps. He sits in his kitchen and "stare[s] out the screen door; the
moon looks as if it is covered with graph paper. I walk to the door, inhale the perfume of
the Iowa night. EarHer, it has rained. A few nickel-sized drops plopped in the dust. I
press my nose against the screen. Rain-green corn and spun-metal scents assail my
senses" (156). This passage emphasizes the simultaneity of Ray's field with reality. The
screen door which creates the impression of a graph on the moon and the scent of spunmetal is his reality, a danger to his farm, while the moon, rain, and com are representations
of his dream and the beauty of nature. At the close of the novel, Ray leaves the world of
the field for his house, but as he looks at his creation, the two worlds merge: "On the
porch, we turn to look at the silent, satiny green of the field. 1 press die switch, and, like a
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candle going out, the scar of light disappears. Above the farm, a moon bright as butter
silvers die night as Annie holds the door open for me" (224). He appreciates and loves his
creation but yearns for die love and comfort provided by his home.
Ray's decision to visit and abduct J.D. Salinger, while successful, is not wholly the
action of a sane man. His actions and thoughts throughout their initial encounter are surreal
and metaphorical. For example, when he drives Salinger home, Ray recalls that "The
headlights make two grapefruit-colored tunnels on the road, and dark shrouds of trees msh
by on either side. I lean my head against the window and look up noticing a few lamb-like
clouds in a chrome-blue sky. The moon is full" (80). Ray's adventures seem to be
followed closely by the bright moon which always shines on him. Ray, trying to explain
to Salinger the meaning or his field and its magic, confesses:
It's the place an the time. The right place and right time. Iowa is the right
place, and the time is right too--a time when all the cosmic tumblers have
clicked into place and the universe opens up for a few seconds, or hours,
and shows you what is possible. . . . Your mind stops, hangs suspended
like a glowing Chinese lantern, and you feel a sensation of wonder, of awe,
a tingling, a shortness of breath... and then you not only see, but hear, and
smell, and taste, and touch whatever is clo.sest to your heart's desire. Your
secret dreams that grow over the years like apple seeds sown in your belly,
grow up through you in leafy wonder and finally sprout through your skin,
gentle and soft and wondrous, and they breathe and have a life of their own.
(84)
Salinger pumps Ray for information; he has already had his message from the voice and
plans to go to Chisholm, Minnesota, to look for Moonlight Graham. The two men leave
for Minnesota and "are happy as children with bats over shoulders, gloves dangling, on
their way to a sandlot. I release the brake and let the car roll down the moon-dappled hill"
(86). As before, the moon guides Ray's scouting journey. The moon also decorates the
night on which Joe appears for the first time in a setting that is metaphorical and dreamfdled:
As I step out onto the verandah, I can hear the steady drone of the crowd,
like bees humming on a white afternoon, an the voices of vendors like
crows cawing.
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A ground mist, like wisps of gauze, snakes in slow circular motions
just about the grass.
"The grass is soft as a child's breath," I say to the moonlight. On
the porch wall I find the switch, and the single battery of floodlights I have
erected behind the left-field fence sputters to life. "I've tended it like I
would my own baby. It has been powdered and lotioned and loved. It is
ready."
Moonlight butters the whole Iowa night. Clover and com smells are
thick as syrup. I experience a tingling like the tiniest of electric wires
touching the back of my neck, sending warm sensations through me. (11)
This passage symbolizes dreams and magic down to the repetition of s sounds permeating
the second paragraph and giving the impression of a very soft and comfortable setting.
The most magical character in Shoeless Joe is Moonlight Graham, whom Kinsella
infuses with magic and metaphor. When Ray first encounters Moonlight, in "the night air,
sweet with the smells of summer, has a high-country chill to it. The sky is cloudless and
might be a lake reflecting stars and a golden sickle moon" (116). As he walks through the
time-changed city, "a door closes softly and a figure moves smartly down the steps of the
southernmost entrance and turns in the direction of the town-toward me. There is no
doubt in my mind that this is Doc Graham" (116-117). Doc's hair makes a halo around his
head and "his eyes are bright and reflect the stars overhead" (117). The frequent use of the
stars, the moonlight, and the halo emphasizes the magical quality of this encounter.
Moonlight seems to follow Graham throughout his life. He explains that when he got his
nickname.
The air was cooler outside and smelled kind of silvery, like a lawn that's
just been watered. I walked across the su-eet, the gravel clicking under my
feet; the wooden sidewalk sounded hollow and 1 was standing under a
streetlight, one of those kind that look like a bulb screwed into a black
sombrero. I paced up and down under the light for a while. I was tired but
the thought of that room kept me outside. There was a moon, and a sky full
of stars. There were clouds stumbling across the sky, too, moving fast,
considering there was hardly any wind down where I was. (121)
All the players agree that Archie stands in the moonlight, despite his conviction that the
moon is behind a cloud, so he is called Moonlight for the remainder of his playing career.
Later, as Archie, Salinger, and Ray break into the Twins' park to play, "the moon hangs
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over the ballpark like a softly glowing peach" (136). The moon empowers Archie: "Archie
Graham tosses a ball high in the air; it looks like a snowball as it rises, and becomes a
pearl as it crosses the face of the moon. It then drops onto the green-black grass and rolls
away. I try to toss a ball skyward, but my throw is a rainbow arc that doesn't even rise
high enough to be glazed by the moon" (139). Ray is associated widi rainbows while
Moonlight is linked to the moon. Just as Doc's appearance for his conversation with Ray
is mystical, so is Archie's appearance at the side of the road. As the men arrive in
Chisholm, they are waited on by a mysterious boy at the filling station. The owner reports
that he "just appeared on my doorstep yesterday, like he knew I needed help" (103).
Destiny creates a collision between Ray and Salinger and Archie, as the two older men
leave Chisholm: "Somewhere in Chisholm, at that moment, a boy, a bat on his right
shoulder, cap pulled down over his eyes, his glove hung on the end of the bat, walks off in
search of summer. The boy is crossing toward a park. As we turn onto the highway near
Longyear Lake, he appears, arm rai.sed in a hitchhiker's stance, thumb out, with a grin as
warm as July, as American a johnnycake, on his face" (129). The men pick up their
hitchhiker, whose three simple words identify his role: "I'm Archie Graham" (130).
Doc's love for baseball as well as his love for life allow him to exist and succeed
within the framework of this novel. Asked about his feelings for the game. Doc lovingly
recalls it:
If I had a wish,... I'd have liked the chance to stare down a pitcher. Stare
him down, and then wink just as he goes into the wind-up; make him
wonder if I know something he doesn't, if he should change the pitch in
mid-delivery. Yes, that's what I wish for, Ray Kinsella: the chance to
squint my eyes when the sky is so blue it hurts to look at it, and to feel the
tingle that runs up your arms when you connect dead-on. The chance to run
the bases, stretch a double to a triple, and flop face-first into third base,
wrapping my arms around the bag. That's what I wish, Ray Kinsella,
whoever, you are. Is there enough magic floating around out in the night
for you to make it come true? (128-29)
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His baseball wish is real and concrete in his otherwise abstract existence of magic and
mysticism. It is a wish which comes true during his few days playing with the White Sox.
In his first at bat:
The pitcher fires and Moonlight takes a curve ball for a strike. As he throws
again. Moonlight snaps the bat forward and the ball sails in a high arc to
right center. The center fielder backs up a couple of steps, lops a few
strides to his left, and makes the catch. Moonlight mns it out, and as he
curls across the diamond from second base toward the dugout, I'm quite
certain he gives us the high sign. I think of my visit with Doc Graham and
our conversation about a baseball wish. And I feel as if there is hot-water
bottle pushed against my heart as I watch Moonlight Graham take his seat in
the dugout. (170-71)
Although Moonlight has the chance to play in a fantasy major league game and to bat and
even has the chance to play for a few days, Kin.sella's failure to capitalize on Doc's wish to
blink at a pitcher is one flaw in a novel which contains very few flaws. Graham's most
mystical action is his transformation from a boy fulfilling his baseball wish to a grown man
saving the life of a girl:
Moonlight Graham loping [lopes] in from right field, lithe, dark, athletic:
the same handsome young man who played that one inning of baseball in
1905. But as he moves closer, his features begin to change, his step slows.
He seems to become smaller. His baseball uniform fades away and is
replaced by a black overcoat. His ba.seball cap is gone, supplanted by a
thatch of white hair. As I watch, his glove miraculously turns into a black
bag. The man who without a backward glance walks around the comer of
the fence-a place where none of the other players will venture-is not
Moonlight Graham, the baseball player of long ago, but the Doc Graham I
spoke with on that moonlit night in Chisholm, Minnesota. (208)
When Doc completes his heroic action, he "walks briskly around the corner of the bleacher,
into the dark summer cornfield," a disappearance is as mysterious and magical as his
appearance and existence have been.
Dreams are the controlling factor in Shoeless Joe. The novel succeeds in fulfilling the
dreams of each of its characters while it infuses the reader with the belief that his dreams
can come true. Ray's dreams
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represented by his love and caring for the field and by the

representation of rainbows in his descriptions of the field. Joe, Salinger, and Moonlight all
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represent dreams on the baseball field as each has his baseball dream fulfilled. Finally,
Moonlight is followed throughout the novel by a magical aura which allows him to appear
and disappear regardless of the confines of the magical ball field. His existence is regulated
not by the rules which govern Ray's magical field, but by the power of the moon and stars
which shine on him througout his experiences.

CHAPTER III
ATTITUDES TOWARD ADAPTATIONS
Criticism of Adaptations
Cinema has been criticized since its conception. Early adaptation criticism focused on
cinema's lack of artistic merit, just as much popular opinion today disapproves of film or
movies as a quality form of entertainment. Hannah Arendt points out that the literate
society craves culture, while the illiterate masses society want entertainment (281). Gerald
Mast expands on this theory, by noting that until recendy there was a tremendous
difference in class between readers, theatergoers, and film viewers (279). The implication,
of course, is that the most wealthy and erudite class reads and attends theatre while the
lower and middle classes attend films. Film is an excellent form for capturing the attention
of the public and die movie industry is not only prolific but very profitable. Just as there
are quality works of film, there are works which contain virtually no aesthetic, moral, or
educational value such as the Fridav the 13th series. It is the quality works we must focus
on in studying film just as it is the quality literature we study.
Alsofiromthe beginning of film history, literary works have been a popular beginning
for film ideas but with those adaptations came immediate criticism of the films and
filmmakers who would cheapen and prostitute the classics to adapt them to film. Arendt
argues that any literary work is significantly damaged when it is changed for production
including films that are adaptations of literary classics (283-84). In her famous and often
quoted criticism of adaptations, Virginia Woolf remarks, "The cinema fell upon its prey
with immense rapacity, and to this moment largely subsists upon the body of its
unfortunate victim. But the results are disastrous to both. The alliance is unnatural" (309).
Penned in 1926, her observance is prophetic, as film still subsists largely upon the body of
51
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literature for its ideas and plots. Woolf does not wholly disapprove of film; she argues in
the same article that film must leam and grow just as literature or any other art form has had
to grow. She likens trends in film production to a group of brutes on a deserted island
finding intricate and beautiful musical instrtiments on the beach but lacking the knowledge
and talent to use those instruments to produce quality sounds. While she does not entirely
dispose of film, she states that it must learn and grow to become a useful art form.
Reasons for Adaptations
Since film is a different art form from literature and must be seen as such, it can be
productive and lucrative on its own merits separate from the literature from which it grows.
Adaptations vary in form and method. Gregory Wagner classifies adaptations into three
categories: transposition, commentary, and analogy. He defines transposition as
adaptations which are direcdy reproduced with no visible difference between the plot of the
original work and the plot of the film. Although he argues that transposition is the
dominant mode for adaptations, it is the least satisfactory of the three modes. In
commentary, the original is altered in some way between its old form and its new form as a
film. Finally, in analogy, the original work is noticably altered for some reason posited by
either the producer or the director (222-27). Although Morris Beja makes a similar
distinction in the nature of adaptations by dividing works which are altered from those
which are not (82), no work fits neatly and stricdy into any of these categories but must be
a combination of all. A pure transposition could never exist; the original is always altered
in some way between the pages and the screen. This alteration, however, is not necessarily
negative to either work but can enhance not only the written word, but especially a
cinematic interpretation of that word. Charies Eidsvick's "Toward a Politique dgs
Adaptations" lists five reasons adaptations benefit films and four reasons adaptations
benefit literature. First he points out that books are original, which means that they are
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generally good material for films. Books also provide raw material for filmmakers and
"keep the middle class in shape" by challenging them to read notable works and attend
notable movies. Most important, adaptations create technical challenges for filmmakers and
by giving diem "an inferiority complex" challenge them throughout the production process
(259-60). They are good for literature because "movies work as introductions to books"
and because diey popularize literature. Many works when adapted become more popular
works than they were before adaptations, as in the case of The Natural. He also points out
diat "movies help restore literature's links with the past" and that adaptations "help make
writers self-conscious, nervous, and aggressively experimental" (258-259). Finally, Joy
Boyum argues for adaptations not so much by arguing for them, but by not arguing against
them. She asks "why not?" make films from works of literature. She points out that
Shakespeare plays are adaptations and that even "quality" works such as Oliver's Henry V
are adaptations of adaptations. Adaptations are not prostitutions of available works but are
natural progressions for those originals. This is not to say that all adaptations are good or
even that all are beneficial to either the original or the adaptation; however, viewed
correcdy and produced with care, adaptations have a valuable place as Hterature in their
own right.
Regardless of Wagner's first classification of transpositions, an adaptation which
contains no alterations from original form cannot exist in reality; all adaptations necessarily
contain changes: film must differ from written literature. Because of the necessary changes
between the two art forms, "it is not a question of whether cinema is good or bad, but of
whether it fulfils the conditions which distinguish a work or art from any other natural or
manufactured product" (Levin.son 685). Informed critics must understand that the ability to
"read" film is not a distortion of any reality to read literature but rather an "enlargement" of
that ability (Richardson 13); change is not only inevitable and necessary but can be a
positive change for the work: "sometimes a change in character or scene may actually
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fortify the values of its original on the printed page" (Wagner 224). Film adaptations, even
those which undergo vast changes between the page and the screen, represent a new art
form which must be viewed according to the criteria of film, not according to the criteria of
literature. Film "has its own technique; but is grounded on several established principles
of aesthetics" (Levinson 684) and must be judged according to those principles. Rather
than comparing film and literature, the two genres must be viewed independently as
separate art forms, each self-contained.
One change necessary in any film adaptation is a change in voice. In written narratives
a nartator is always present, although the point of view differs from work to work and
even within a work. While a film may have a narrator, it is not common or necessary to the
narrative structure of that work. Although the director can simulate a first person point of
view through creative camera angles and shot selection, most directors have chosen to not
employ a subjective camera becau.se it offers a one-sided view of reality and because the
viewer is not a participant in the action. In fact, only one attempt has been made to present
a film (of course, an adaptation) in first person point of view and that attempt, as
numerous scholars and critics have noted, was relatively unsuccessful both at the box
office and cinematically. Robert Montgomery directed an adaptation of Raymond
Chandler's novel. The Lady in the Lake and starred as the first-person nartator; however,
because he wore the camera on his head to simulate a first person point of view, he only
appears on screen when he passes his reflection (Beja 39). According to McConnel, who
expresses a simplistic view of literature, the reader "begin[s] with the consciousness of
hero" and then constructs the world around that hero while in film, the viewer knows die
world but must construct the hero's consciousness while viewing (McConnel 5).
Additionally, while a novel exists in the present but describes the the past, film exists in the
present (Linden 32-33). Although a character may flashback or nartate past events, the
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film cannot actually exist in the past because as soon as the flashback begins, the time of
the flashback becomes the film's narrative present. These changes in time and voice
transcend die borders of the individual work and apply to all films.
The film critic must address film as an individual art form. In film, the creative
process belongs to the creative team which includes the director, editor, and screenwriter of
any work. This team, working to create an orderiy and coherent text, interweaves sound
and all its aspects-noise, dialogue, music-and image-physical action and printed wordfor the purpose of telling a story. Louis Gianetti points out that editing and camera
placement create metaphors in film and that through editing, shot placement, sound, and
color, those metaphors predominate the film (51). These factors which include placement
of objects in the shot frame, staging and setting, and lighting and which are so important to
the understanding and criticism of are commonly referted to as mise en scene (Beja 37).
These factors of editing and directorial decision allow the filmmakers to manipulate
temporal factors: "Through editing, the filmmaker can eliminate meaningless intervals,
concentrate on significant details, ordering his design in consonance with the central line of
his narrative" (Bluestone 24). Modern filmmaking has tended to exploit time within the
narrative structure:
Film narrative, like that in the modern novel, has tended to break away from
a simple, linear, temporally coherent narrative line. The film is able to break
up and reartange ordinary temporal sequence with ease; its heavy reliance
on flashbacks and its preference for showing a number of things happening
simultaneously give film nartation a close affinity with modem Bergsonian
ideas of time as something that can be manipulated. (Richardson 18)
The filmmaker can manipulate and control the factors and themes of the film through mise
en scene not only in the area of temporal spacing, but in every thematic area of the narrative
structure. Just as the writer controls every factor within the composition of his nartative
structure, the filmmaker controls every factor within the composition of the film; therefore.
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"Any comparative analysis of novel and film reverts,finally,to the way in which
consciousness absorbs the signs of both language and photographed image" (Bluestone
45).

CHAPTER IV
THE RECEPTION, BACKGROUND, AND ANALYSIS
OF FIELD OF DREAMS
The Reception of Field of Dreams
While the public reacted very positively to Field of Dreams (the film placed among die
top money makers of 1989 and has been a very popular video casette since its release in
March of 1990), critical reactions were mixed. Some critics reacted negatively to the film
because of its sentimental and nostalgic diction; Rolling Stone's critics collectively named it
as the worst film of 1989. The film's sentimentalism, the characterization of Joe Jackson,
and Terrance Mann's (James Earl Jones') role and patriotic speech were the primary
complaints. However, praise for the film was abundant; the majority of critics enjoyed the
film and complemented its representation of the American Dream, its sentimentality, and its
faithfulness to the novel Shoeless Joe.
The major criticisms of Phil Alden Robinson's Field of Dreams fall into three
categories. Many critics suggest that the film is "hokey" and sentimental. Pauline Kael, S.
Klawans, and Richard Corliss primarily criticize the positive sentimentality and emotional
content of the film, writing that the movie is an emotionally stacked work which draws
unfairly on the viewer's emotions and wishes. David Denby calls the film "hokey but
ethereal" and funny, although he says it is silly and overstated. S. Klawans has more
serious criticisms, calling the film "phoney" because of its emotional viewpoint.
Meanwhile, Pauline Kael places the film on a level with It's a Wonderful Life, which has
certainly enjoyed popular and critical acclaim, as a simple but corny film about a simple
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man. Harlen Jacobsen goes so far as to call the film a fake fight against invasion. Tom
O'Brien sums up these negative criticisms as he explains that the film's two main problems
are "hokey exaggeration" and "unnecessary misrepresentation."
Other critics say Field of Dreams is unrealistic and inaccurate. Many film critics,
mosdy fans of baseball, criticized Robinson's characterization of Shoeless Joe Jackson as
false and cheap, arguing that the inaccuracies concerning Jackson were either an ignorant
mistake or a careless oversight. Steve Wulf, among others, points out that in the film
Shoeless Joe bats right-handed and throws left-handed while the real Jackson batted lefthanded and threw right-handed. Critics of the film also found Joe to be too intelligent and
too outspoken. Critics who found fault with this characterization cited two passages
immediately after Jackson makes his first appearance on the field: "Getting thrown out of
baseball was like having part of me amputated. I've heard that old men wake up and
scratch itchy legs that have been dust for over fifty years. That was me. I'd wake up at
night, the smell of the ball park in my nose. The cold grass on my feet. The thrill of the
grass"; and:
I love this game. I'd have played for food money. It was a game. The
sounds, the smells. Did you ever hold a, a ball or a glove to your face? I
used to love traveling on the trains from town to town. The hotels, brass
spittoons in the lobbies, brass beds in the rooms. It was the crowd, rising
to their feet when the ball was hit deep. Shoot, I'd have played for nothing.
His speech shows his pure love for the game and its sensual aspects; he is a man who
played baseball not for the money or the fame, but for the game itself
Two final criticisms of the film concerned the Mann's (Jones') speech near the end of
die film and the scene of the PTA meeting. Near the end of the film, Mann delivers a
speech praising the American Dream and American opportunity:
Ray, People will come, Ray. They'll come to Iowa for reasons they can't
even fathom. Not knowing for sure why they're doing it. They'll arrive at
your door as innocent as, children, longing for the past. "We won't mind if
you look around," you say "its only $20 per person." They'll pass over
the money without even thinking about it for it is money they have and
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peace they lack . . . and they'll walk out to the bleachers and sit in shirt
sleeves on a perfect afternoon. They'll find they have reserved seats
somewhere along one of the baselines, where they sat when they were
children and watched the game. And it will be as it they'd dipped
themselves in magic waters. The memories will be so thick, they'll have to
brush them away from their faces. . .. People will come, Ray.... The
one constant through the years has been baseball. America has rolled by
like an army of steam rollers. It's been erased like a blackboard, rebuilt,
and erased again. But baseball has marked the time. This field, this game,
is a part of our past Ray. It reminds us of all that once was good and it
could be again. Oh. People will come, Ray. People will most definitely
come.
Mann's patriotic speech is visually reinforced by the ballplayers gathering around him;
however, the critics disliked not only the speech but also the gathering of the players.
Since Jones is a black man, the critics found it hypocritical to as.sign the speech to him
since there are no black players on the field because in the era from which the players have
come, blacks were not allowed to play Major League Baseball. This discrimination
continued as an unwritten but enforced rule until 1947. Critics write that for a black to
pronounce the goodness of America and the game which maintained segregation is a major
flaw in the film, especially since the speech appears near the end of the film and echoes in
the ears and minds of the viewers. His speech "wishes aloud that America could return to
the innocent days of white baseball when there were no stains on American honor, no
scandals, no dirty tricks, no surprises. When everything was white, pure and clean and
simple and ,well, white. When the sox [sic] stayed white" (Jacobsen 28-29).
Additionally, many critics, as well as the viewing public of the state of Iowa, were
displeased with the PTA meeting scene. This scene was cited as out of place and
overdone, dripping with false Americana. The primary reason for this scene, as seen by
the critics, is to introduce Mann's character into the narrative; however, the fascist and
ignorant attitude expressed by the "angry PTA mother, Beulah" (credits), angered many
lowans who found it offensive to their state image. In fact, Iowa has the highest literacy
die country (McCormick). Many critics consider these additions to weaken and cheapen
what could have been afinefilm.
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Aldiough there were several negative reactions to Field of Dreams, positive reactions,
both by critics and by the public, far outnumbered the negative. The Motion Picture
Academy nominated the film for Best Picture, although it was never given much of a
chance of winning; in order to win the award, it seems that a film must be a drama and be
heavily backed by the studio; this film was neither. Critics who enjoyed the film point out
its love affair widi baseball, love, and the American Dream. In other words, they viewed
the film as a celebration of a pure and simple time in America. Those who have read
Shoeless Joe consider the film a remarkably faithful rendition of the novel and praise
Robinson for his work in writing the screenplay and directing the film. Although they may
have been unaware of the historical trends in baseball literature toward reHgious allegory,
many critics were intuitive enough to recognize the religious, primarily Christian, theme
behind the novel and screenplay.
While the sentimentalism, happiness, and celebration of Americana account for the
majority of the serious flaws of Field of Dreams, that happiness also serves as the major
focus for positive reactions to the film. Tom O'Brien celebrates Robinson's production:
The great strength of Field of Dreams is its lack of embartassment over big
things. The real theme of the film isn't baseball, or America, but sunny
summer days spent with loved ones at some ideal house, a pathetic but ohso-human imagination of heaven. After the ball players have left the com
field one last time. Field of Dreams pulls its biggest surprise. At the New
York preview, there wasn't a dry eye left. The movie has no real end; it
just turns visionary.
Janet Fitch, Brian D. Johnson, and Steve Wulf all point out that "Phil Alden Robinson
believes that baseball is an allegory for life" (Fitch). Johnson adds, "In Field of Dreams-a
movie that loads the bases with laughter, tears and magic-he has scored a grand slam,"
while Wulf calls the film "as wonderful and inviting as Ray's ball field," Johnson also
points out that thefilmmakers"have captured the mercurial spirit of Kinsella's novel and
added an emotional grandeur worthy of both Hollywood and baseball. Full of wit,
whimsy and honest sentiment. Field of Dreams slides home-and into the hearts-in fine
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style." Meanwhile, many critics recognize Kinsella's role in creating the magical film.
David Ansen actually credits Kinsella and not Robinson with creating a story which, "for
viewers who leave their hearts open to Kinsella's grave, whimsical conceit, the rewards are
plentiful" (72). Brian Johnson, while he praises the relationship between baseball and life
in the film, comments that "Writer-director Phil Alden Robinson, whose script is almost
too literate for its own good, has remained admirably faithful to Kinsella's book." O'Brien
follows suit by remarking that "Field of Dreams, originally entitled Shoeless Joe after the
novel by W.P. Kinsella, is faithful to its source, an exercise in magical realism."
As one of the major traditional themes in ba.seball literature, this film's religious
symbolism did not escape a few critics. Ralph Novak suggests that the film is not about
baseball or the American Dream, but that, "in fact, this movie is a lot more about religion
than it is about baseball" (13), while Harien Jacob.sen seems cynical of Robinson's
intentions: "Now comes Phil Alden Robinson to the plate. In Field of Dreams, he has
taken up Shoeless Joe's case and put it to ab.solutely startling use. He has made him Him.
You know, the son of God. The Second Coming. Believe in Him, and you will be saved"
(28). Of the critics who mention the spiritual theme behind the film, only Stanley
Kauffmann criticizes it as false to the rest of the film. James Wall, who not incidentally
writes for The Christian Centurv. compares the film to "Soren Kierkegaard's three stages
of existence: aesthetic, ethical, and religious." Further, he asserts:
I can't help feeling that the cranky Dane would have approved of it. Indeed,
if one accepts the underlying motif of Field of Dreams, it would be possible
to say that Kierkegaard does approve. For the central wisdom of the film
(and the novel) is that if one can break out of the confines of modem
rationality, it is possible to experience a power that is not limited to the timespace continuum we call reality. In Kierkegaard's terms, one either believes
or is offended. (515)
If the viewer or critic accepts Kierkegaard's view that existence is passionate and not
rational and that truth requires subjectivity (Nauman 176), he will accept this film for its
magic and dreams.
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Background of the Film and Significant Changes from the
Novel to the Film
Aldiough the production of Field of Dreams took seven years from the time Phil Alden
Robinson decided he wanted to adapt Shoeless Joe to the time it was released (Fitch), the
film remains a financial and critical success. Kinsella served as an advisor for the film but
was not present in the production stage, although he did appear in one scene as one
member of the crowd at the PTA meeting (Knight). Kinsella approves of the adaptation as
true and faithful to his novel, which "is about a perfect worid. It's about a man who has a
perfect wife, a perfect daughter, and wants to keep it that way. In a perfect worid, you
would be able to resurrect the dead. In a perfect worid, you could play ball at midnight on
the grass of your favorite ballpark" (Knight). The field was filmed largely in the corn
fields of Iowa, and to simulate the field, the filmmakers built the magic field straddling a
property line. Don Lansing's farm contains right field and the infield, while Al
Ameskanp's farm accounts for center and left. Lansing has maintained his portion of the
field while Ameskamp has replanted com in his portion (McCormick). The film stars
Kevin Cosmer as Ray Kinsella, Amy Madigan as Annie, Gaby Hoffman as Karin, James
Earl Jones as Tertance Mann, Timothy Busfield as Mark, Dwier Brown as John Kinsella,
Frank Whaley as young Archie Graham, Ray Liotta as Shoeless Joe Jackson, and Burt
Lancaster as Doc Graham.
During the page to screen transition, Kinsella's work underwent various alterations
and deletions, which either were called for by the practical and legal world of filmmaking
or represented changes Robinson desired for his film, which has differing emphases from
the novel. Robinson explains the change in title as required by the studio although he
"yelled" to retain the original tide. He reports laughingly, '"Anyway, [MCA Motion
Picture Group chairman] Tom Pollock sent me a voluminous list of titles studio people had
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come up with. My personal favorite was Dad's Second Chance. I said. Great. Let's give
away the ending in the title. Let's rename Citizen Kane. Rosebud Was the Sled'"
(Desowitz). Given the choices, Robinson settled for Field of Dreams.
One major change between the novel and the film is the absence of J.D. Salinger from
the film. Considering Salinger's reclusive nature and his distmst of the film business, as
indicated by his refusal to allow his own works to be adapted since his story "Uncle
Wiggily in Connecticut" was made into Mv Foolish Heart in 1949 (Beja 81), it is not
surprising diat his lawyer's letter to Kinsella and Robinson stated that he would be
"unhappy" to see himself represented in the film (Knight). Terrance Mann (James Earl
Jones), a fictional black 1960's writer who represents the height of activism, replaces
Salinger. Robinson's choice of the name Mann is a play on the word man, allowing
Mann's dreams and wishes to represent the dreams and wishes of everyman. Although the
name is changed, the characterization of the writer exists independently of the individual
works as lines and thoughts from Salinger in the novel are assigned to Mann in the film,
and Ray's research of Mann mirtors his findings about Salinger in the novel. Mann is as
appropriate for this film as Salinger is to the novel. Because the novel exists in 1981, the
protagonist was a teenager in the 1950's; therefore, Holden Caulfield is the ultimate
representation of his dissatisfaction with society, whereas Mann's protagonists
appropriately represent the problems and concerns of the 1960's. Because the film occurs
in 1988, Ray relates to this 60's activism and reports that he partakes in that activism.
Another change caused by the Salinger/Mann replacement is the change of the author's
dream team. While Salinger dreamed of playing for the Giants in the Polo Grounds, Mann
dreamed of playing for the Dodgers at Ebbets. Although these two organizations parallel
each other in club history and location transition, the Brooklyn Dodgers signed Jackie
Robinson and, consequently, broke the major league color barrier in 1947. In the
interview Ray finds during his re.se:u-ch on Mann, Mann states that Jackie Robinson was
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his hero, so it is logical that Mann would dream of playing on the team for which his hero
played. Although this exchange is successful, the film received a lot a criticism for
allowing Mann to make the pro-Americana speech near the end of the film, because all the
players on the field are white and all players in baseball until 1947 were white. If the
qualifications to make the dream team had been that the player must be dead, many black
players, for instance Roberto Clememte, should have made the team; however, the players
who appear in the film played in the dead ball era (pre-1927), 30's, and early 40's, so all
are actual or possible White Sox opponents. It is clear that Mann's character harbors no
resentment for the exclusion of blacks from the game or that they do not appear on the
field.
Two characters who appear in the novel but are omitted from the film are Eddie
Scissons and Richard. As a man who allows himself to believe in his fantastical delusions
of playing major league baseball, Scissons represents the dreams of the average man to
succeed in the game. While Scissons adds a novel touch to the book, dehvering the
religious speech near his death and being buried in a Cubs uniform in left field, he is not
necessary to communicate the ability the field has to make men's dreams come tme. In the
film, Jackson's, Mann's, Graham's, and both Ray's and his father's dreams are realized.
Another character not presented in the film is Ray's twin brother, Richard. Rather than
presenting an extra narrative line, not to mention accepting the challenge of using trick
photography to present two images of Costner simultaneously, Robinson combined the
two men to enrich Ray's character and integrate Richard's rebellious nature into Ray's
character. In the novel, Ray is the perfect son but Richard is the fighter. Richard comes
downstairs when he is sixteen, fights with his father and leaves, until he returns while Ray
is in Boston. To pay for the sin he has committed against his father, Richard is not allowed
to see clearly the field or his father. Meanwhile, Ray realizes that as his dream comes true
and the White Sox come back to play, so can his father. It is his idea to ask Joe to allow
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him to play, so he pesters him throughout the novel. When John shows up to play, Ray is
aware of his presence and is merely afraid to speak to him. Robinson combines Richard
and Ray to create a dissenting side to Ray's character and causes Ray to rebel against his
father throughout their relationship and to be unaware of his father's presence until the
climactic ending. This change in Ray's character allows Robinson to integrate the theme of
fatiier/son reconciliation into the film and to use this relationship to emphasize further the
theme of religion in the film. Robinson even reverses the order of Mann's (Salinger's)
rapture and Ray's conversation with his father to emphasize the importance of the
father/son theme as well as condensing the three major events at the end of the novel into
one scene. Robinson emphasizes the themes of religion and father/son reconciliation to a
greater extent than Kinsella.
Robinson also alters the plot to allow Graham to realize his baseball dream. While
Kinsella allows Graham to play ball for a few days before he returns to save Karin,
Robinson's Graham realizes his baseball wish by playing in one night game and one
abbreviated day game. When Ray meets Doc Graham at his office. Doc explains, "You
know, I never got to bat in the major leagues. I'd have liked to have my chance, just once
to stare down a big league pitcher. To stare him down and just as he goes into his windup,
blink. Make him think you know something he doesn't. That's what I'd wish for." While
Doc expresses the same dream in the book and the film, only in the film does it come true.
Ironically, after Archie's single at bat in the film, his line of statistics would still reflect no
at-bats because an intentional sacrifice fly does not count as an at-bat. Although he would
now have one RBI, he would still never have an at bat or a hit in the major leagues unless
he receives another chance later in the game or in the next day's game. Nonetheless,
Robinson's decision to allow Graham to fulfill his baseball wish adds a comedic touch to
the film and underscores the theme of fulfilled dreams.
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A final and minor addition to the film is the addition of the PTA scene, which holds no
thematic representation within the framework of the film but exists only to bring the name
and characterization of Tertance Mann into the film. By allowing the school board,
Beulah, and Annie to argue over the appropriateness of Mann's novels, Robinson
introduces the fictional writer and informs the audience of his political background. This
change is necessary because of the replacement of Salinger with Mann. Since millions of
people have read The Catcher in the Rye, most readers would be familiar with Salinger,
however, because Mann is a fictional character, Robinson must introduce the viewer to
Mann; inserting the PTA scene into the film allows him to introduce Mann and his
ideology.
These changes are the only major differences between Shoeless Joe and Field of
Dreams. Robinson retains Kinsella's plot and themes and emphasizes these through his
cinematic techniques. He not only retains Kinsella's plot, but transposes his dialogue in
many parts of the film to remain true to the original work. In terms of Gregory Wagner's
classification. Field of Dreams is a combination of a ffansposition and a commentary. Each
change and adjustment that Robinson makes ultimately creates greater success for the film.
In the novel, the major themes are love, baseball, religion, and dreams. The film has die
same themes with expansions on each. Major themes in the film include the isolation of the
hero (Ray and Joe), die father and .son relationship and reconciliation between the two men,
religion, love and its representation in Ray's love for his home and the American Dream,
and dreams and magic. Robinson represents each of these themes through dialogue, visual
elements, and the music that permeates the film. These themes reflect the themes that
transcend baseball literature. Robin.son capitalizes and builds on these traditional themes to
create Field of Dreams.
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The I.solation of the Hero in Field of Dreams
Field of Dreams has two isolated heroes, Ray Kinsella and Shoeless Joe Jackson.
Ray is the protagonist and hero of the film, while Joe is Ray's hero, his father's hero, and
represents the hero of baseball fans. While Ray is isolated from his wife, his farm, his
neighbors and society, and even Terrance Mann, Joe is isolated from everything because of
his suspension from baseball. Robinson uses the visual imagery of the vast and beautiful
com fields and places Ray in that vast field to show his isolation and insignificance. He
shows his isolation from society by representing him as separated from society in some
way and allowing the music of the film to show his isolation and assumed insanity.
Robinson's one-shots of Joe isolate him, and like Ray in the com field, Joe is alone on the
field and engulfed by that field.
Robinson portrays Ray as an isolated character each time he enters and surveys his
farm. After the opening monologue, the first scene involves Ray working in his cornfield.
His white shirt contrasts with the vast green com, which stands head high around him,
while the expository shot includes the entire farm. As the camera slowly cranes in to focus
on Ray, his white shirt contrasts even more greatly with the dark green corn, which now
fills the entire screen. The mysterious voice recites its first directive-"If you build it, he
will come."- and Ray is immediately confused because he cannot locate the voice; he exits
the frame to the right as the camera remains stationary, focusing now on the expansive
com. While the protagonist is off-screen, the voice speaks for the third time; as Ray mshes
back on screen from right to left, the traditional direction of confusion, Robinson visually
conveys Ray's isolation and confusion. In the distance, Annie and Karin sit on the porch
of the house, comfortable and safe, but he is isolated from them by the corn and by his
distance from the house. Robinson u.ses the same technique to isolate Ray on the voice's
second instruction. Later, after Ray envisions his proposed finished product, he is
completely isolated, as the camera dollies back to show him as an infinitesimal speck on his
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green farm. Ray's isolation continues to be connected with his field and farm when he
admires his completed creation as Annie and Ray rest on a blanket in the center of the field.
Although he is with his wife, as he rises and stands, framed by the com and the sky, he is
all alone in the world and the stars. Later, when the players come to play, he continues to
be isolated. As Ray exits the field after talking with Chick Gandil, the voice speaks: "Ease
his pain." Ray is clearly isolated and confused as he turns to look, questions the voice, and
asks for help. While Ray asks the voice to repeat its order, the camera dollies in to a closeup and quickly circles the protagonist to create the illusion of dizziness and confusion for
both die viewer and the protagonist. Ray's disgust is evident when he throws a ball toward
the backstop and walks quickly toward the house.
Because of the voice and Ray's decision to follow that voice, Ray becomes isolated
from his neighbors and society. On Ray 's visit to the feed store, he asks an old farmer if
he ever heard voices; the feed store patrons, picking up the question and commenting on it,
embarrass Ray and he leaves the store quickly. As the viewer sees Ray in the store, he
hears the song "Crazy," which parallels Ray's mental state at the time and his neighbors'
opinion of him for hearing voices in his corn field. A long-shot shows Ray building the
field and the neighbors watching from the road as dialogue supports his isolation: "What's
he doing?" "That fool, he's plowing under his corn." "Damn fool, he'll lose his farm."
Although Ray believes in his dream and his field, society does not.
One difference between written literature and film, as pointed out by McConnel, is the
first person narrator. This difference comes into play in the film and actually contributes to
the viewer's confidence in the protagonist. In the novel, the reader must rely on Ray's
story of the voice and of Joe's miraculous appearance. Without the voice present in the
film, the reader may not consider Ray a credible narrator. In the film, however, the viewer
does not doubt Ray's belief in the voice or his dream because the viewer is present for each
occurtence of the instructions and sees the players when they appear. As Ray envisions the
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field, the subjective camera reveals Ray's imagined vision of the field, which reinforces the
viewer's acceptance of and identification with Ray's dream. Because of the viewer's
presence throughout Ray's adventures, he is able to believe in Ray's dreams. Another
change called for by the lack of a first person nartator in the film occurs when Ray, Annie,
and Karin are building the field. Ray vigorously extols Shoeless Joe's talents and the
reason for his suspension to Karin. In the novel, Ray simply tells the reader these facts;
Robinson, however, uses this scene to integrate smoothly this information into the
narrative structure of the film.
After building the field, Ray continues to be isolated until he and Mann return to the
farm. Although his field is completed, Ray cannot sleep; he sits alone in the window,
watching his field but separated from that field by the glass of his bedroom window.
When Annie joins him on the windowsill, he becomes reunited with his wife; Annie's
behavior explicidy shows her acceptance of his dream, but he remains isolated from the
field. Immediately after this scene, Ray, at a Christmas party where everyone else is
drinking, talking, and having fun, sits apart from the crowd, staring at his field. The field
hibernates under a thick covering of snow, as Ray remains isolated physically and
psychologically from the party guests by his distance, his unwillingness to socialize, and
his obsession with the field. At the end of the scene, Robinson includes a close-up of Ray
through the window to emphasize his isolation even from the viewer. Ray is also viewed
through the windshield of his van as he approaches Boston. Ray, in an unknown territory,
is unable to decide what to say to Mann. Later, Robinson simulates a phone conversation
between Ray and Annie through parallel editing. Ray tells Annie that he is on his way to
Chisholm with Tertance Mann, and the viewer assumes that all is well. However, as the
camera dollies left, the camera focuses not on Annie, but on the three men in suits,
including Mark, at the kitchen table. Mark asks Annie why she didn't tell him about their
problems. Just as Ray is isolated by being kept in the dark about the severity of the
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situation, the viewer is kept isolated, unable to see the danger until Annie and Ray hang up.
Ray is isolated from Mann because the writer represents sane society. After exterminating
Ray from his office with a bug atomizer, Mann views Ray returning pointing his "gun" at
Mann. We see Ray from Mann's point of view at the desk, complete with the obstmction
of the objects on his desk which partially block his vision and separate Ray from the man
who will later become his ally .
Just as Ray's communication with the voice and his decision to follow that voice
isolates him from society, Shoeless Joe's suspension from baseball isolates him from his
dreams and the game he loves. When Ray first envisions the field he is asked to complete,
Joe stands alone on the field, his bright white figure visually contrasts with the rich green
and orange ground; standing alone, he represents the suspended eight players. As
Robinson cuts from Ray's vision of Joe to a close-up of the player, Joe nods to Ray in the
motion which serves as the players' acknowledgement of the fulfillment of their dreams.
Joe is further isolated from Ray, Annie, and Karin when he must stop at the edge of the
gravel rather than enter the house, so he answers the invitation with, "Thanks. I don't
think I can." As he turns and addresses Ray about the other players, a low angle shot of
Joe emphasizes his superiority over Kenesaw Mountain Landis and the owners who tried
to keep him from the game; however, Joe stands at a canted angle to the field, showing
that he will never fully triumph over tho.se forces. As he turns and runs to the com, he is
engulfed by the vast green com, showing his isolation, just as Ray was isolated as one
white figure in the vast expanse of the corn when the voice first spoke to him. Later, when
the field is in danger of being destroyed, Joe again becomes an isolated figure. While Mark
tries to convince Ray to sell, Ray looks to the field and sees Joe alone in left field, an
isolation caused by the possibility that he will be again left with no time or place to play.
Ray's recognition of the proposed fate for his hero and the other players causes him to
refuse to sell the farm and the field.
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Because of the nature of the game of baseball and the opportunity for individual
success regardless of team fortunes, the isolation of the hero and the attempts of that hero
to overcome seemingly insumiountable odds are themes which proliferate in baseball
literature. The voice and die vision of what he must do isolates Ray. Although he
intuitively knows what he hears and feels to be real, as does the viewer, the time and risk
involved in his endeavors isolate him and place him in danger. Society's nonbelievers
shun and isolate Ray for his actions. Like Ray, Joe is an isolated hero, standing alone on
Ray's completed yet empty field until his comrades and teammates return.
The Representation of Love and the American Dream in
Field of Dreams
When Ann Knight asked W.P. Kinsella if he saw Field of Dreams as a "man's
movie," he answered, "It's not a ba.seball movie. It's a love story about following dreams
and making them come true." Field of Dreams is a love story, love of home and family and
America. The beauty of America is shown by Ray's love for his farm and his land as well
as by Doc Graham's love for his home. Annie and Karin represent the love of Ray's
family. Each of these depictions of famial happiness shows the possibilities for and
success of the American Dream, which Mann's climactic speech emphasizes and celebrates.
Although Ray Kinsella says in the opening monologue that he has never been a farmer
before, he achieves a unique bond with the land. Immediately following the opening
monologue, Robinson shoots Ray in a high-angle shot as he moves through the corn; as he
hears the voice for the first time, the camera moves in for a close-up to show the chaos of
his mental condition. In caring for his land, he works in the field alone and bends down to
caress the ground and the roots of his corn. His farm is his family's stronghold and safety,
because it protects his ability to protect his family. In other words, the farm represents the
American Dream that with hard work and love a man can support his family and keep them
safe. When Ray and Terry reach Chisholm, they are immediately presented with the
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modem day embodiment of the American Dream, as an establishing shot of Chisholm
shows the centennial banner with its promise of celebration and its representation of the
wholesomeness of Americana. Graham is a representative of the American Dream as a man
who was able to play one inning in the American game and able to spend fifty years as a
doctor who was always a savior to his people: "And there were times when children could
not afford eyeglasses or milk or clothing. Yet no child was ever denied these essentials
because in the background there was always Doctor Graham. Without any fanfare or
publicity, the glasses, or the milk, or the ticket to the ball game found their way into the
child's pocket." He is a special figure who has no skeletons in his closet: "No screwing.
No drinking. No opium. No midnight abortions. No illegitimate children. No shady
finances." He loves his job, his people, and his land .so much that when Ray asks him to
come with him to Iowa, he refuses, saying, "This is my most special place in the whole
world. Once a place touches you like this, the wind never blows so cold again." His love
for his land, like Ray's love for his fami, makes him a very special character who fits into
Robinson's characterization of the American Dream.
Throughout the film Annie is the perfect loving wife, who, while she sometimes
questions her husband's beliefs, always supports his actions. As the film's nartative
structure opens, the viewer is immediately presented with high-angle, beautiful shots of the
farm. The com is expansive and green, the farmhouse white against the safety of the com;
the contrasting view is idyllic as the sun streams through the clouds on the farm. In the
first scene of the film, while the viewer is presented with Ray's isolation in the cornfield
and as the voice speaks to him, we see Annie and Karin on the porch swing. Their selfabsorption shows their comfort and safety on their farm. The farm, as homey as the
American Gothic or a Norman Rockwell original print, represents the wholesomeness of
the American Midwest and the success of the American Dream. After Ray has heard the
voice, Annie calls him in to dinner, a steieotypcial action for the peifect American wife.
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While her husband has been working on the farm, Annie has been preparing the family's
dinner. As the two prepare to eat, he confides his experience to her. While she views his
experience with trepidation and humor, she never disbelieves him. Robin.son, reinforcing
their unity and love, incorporates alternating close-ups of the couple as they discuss the
voice. Ray always knows he can count on her to support his actions. Later, as Ray visits
with the players, Annie calls him in to dinner, so the other players, recognizing his role as
obeying husband, tease him. She initially rejects Ray's conviction that his mission is to
rescue Mann and "Ease his pain," but reconsiders when she realizes that they had the same
dream. As Ray calls Annie from the road, they reaffirm their love for each other, and he
tells her he is on his way home. Although he does not know it because Annie shields him
from die knowledge, Ray, Mann, and Archie must come home to save the farm and the
dream from ruin. Ray's love for his family and his farm is shown by the traditional
representation of the farm and his marriage.
The film is further filled with images of love and family between Annie and Ray. As
Ray and Annie work on building the field and the bleacher, the camera dollies left to right
or from the bottom of the bleacher to the top, focusing first on the heart carved into the
lower beam. This close-up shows the firm foundation of love that supports the field and
the dream. After finishing the field, Annie shares its beauty with Ray. She rests with him
on the blanket in center field and surveys the field. Although Ray initially stands and exits
the shot, Robinson cuts to a low-angle close-up of him oudined against the sky, showing
his isolation, Annie enters the frame to form a close two-shot and unite in love with him
and his dream. Earlier, Annie is the force which allows Ray to plow under the corn to
build the field. They discuss the possibility in bed; although Annie does not believe in his
dream, she agrees to it. As she agrees and the two kiss, just before Robinson cuts to a
long shot of the farmhouse, showing the affimiation of their love and reiterating the fact
that their love is the force which makes the field and the dream possible
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Aldiough the American Dream exists throughout the film, and while Ray and Doc
Graham are the characters who most clearly represent the American Dream of safety,
success, comfort, and happiness, Terrance Mann is the character who most eloquently
explains the importance of that dream. Mann celebrates America as he explains and
celebrates baseball: "The one constant through the years has been baseball. America has
rolled by like an army of steam rollers. It's been erased like a blackboard rebuilt and erased
again. But baseball has marked the time. This field, this game, is a part of our past Ray.
It reminds us of all that once was good and it could be again. Oh. People will come Ray.
People will most definitely come." Baseball represents the American Dream in sports
because the individual, any individual, can succeed in conjunction with or separate from his
team, and Mann's recognition that baseball is the representation of the American Dream
shows that dreams can come tme if treated with tme love.
The Reconciliation of the Father and Son in Field of Dreams
By eliminating the character of Richard Kinsella from Field of Dreams. Phil Alden
Robinson is able to incorporate his rebellious u-aits into the main character of Ray. In the
novel, Ray is the perfect son, never dissenting from his father even in choosing the team to
root for in the World Series. When Joe appears on the field and suggests that the other
players return, Ray initially suggests that the White Sox allow his father to play. In the
film, however, Ray is not the dutiful son, as shown by his initial monologue, which
indicates the attitude toward and dissension from his father that will permeate the film.
Untd he achieves atonement with his father, Ray is plagued and haunted by the wrong he
has committed against both him and Shoeless Joe Jackson.
In the opening monologue, Ray introduces his history of dissention with his father.
When Ray states that by the rime he was born his father was already an old man, he
identifies and confronts one cause for their lifelong disagreements. He admits to going to
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Berkeley to upset his fadier, in addition to explaining that he never reconciled with his
father for any wrong doing and that his father never even met his granddaughter. Ray
follows the unknown voice piu^tially because he want to avoid echoing his father's
conservativeness. Although he does not want to follow his father, Ray understands the
debt he owes his father. He tells Annie, "I never forgave him for getting old" and wonders
if his father heard voices without responding. Ray resents his father's lifelong
conservatism: "the man never did a spontaneous thing the whole time I knew him."
As the nartative progresses, Ray grows close to his father without realizing what is
happening. While Ray and Annie admire the field, the two discuss Shoeless Joe as Ray
tells about the time his father saw him play years later, and Annie tells Ray, "That's the first
time I've ever seen you smile when you mentioned your father." The empty field on which
they sit and the game it represents are the common thread which allows Ray to begin the
path to reconciliation and atonement with his father. Robinson emphasizes the importance
of this scene by transferring the opening passage from "Shoeless Joe Jackson Comes to
Iowa" and Shoeless Joe to this scene This speech is a tribute to Ray's father's love and
admiration for his hero, Joe Jackson. As Mann and Ray return from Chisholm, they
discuss the reason for his dissention from his father. When Mann asks him what he said to
hurt his father, he replies, "1 said I could never respect a man whose hero was a criminal."
His hero, the viewer learns, is Shoeless Joe Jackson. Ray regrets that the "Son-of-a-bitch
died before I could take it back, before 1 could tell him. You know. He never met my
wife, never saw his granddaughter." Mann identifies Ray's mission to do penance for his
comment against his father's hero, and his mission to rejuvenate his father.
At the end of the film, Ray achieves atonement and reconciliation with his father.
Robinson places the image of the two reconciled men playing catch as the lasting and
closing one for the film and reverses the order of events from that of the novel to emphasize
this theme. In the novel, both Richard and Ray meet their father and compliment his
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playing ability. Then, Salinger is invited out to play and leaves the field through the door
in right field, but in the movie, Robinson emphasizes the reconciliation between Ray and
his father by placing it at the end of the film. Although Ray does not realize that the catcher
is his father until Joe points it out, he meets his father and introduces him to his family. As
John begins to exit the field, he calls him "dad" and asks him to "have a catch." Ray's
new-found willingness to have a catch with his father is the reversal and atonement for his
initial sin against his father when he refused to have a catch with him. Robinson cuts to an
extreme high-angle shot of the two men as they play catch and then to a shot of Annie
turning on the field lights; next he uses an aerial arc to show that Ray and his father are
representative of all fathers and sons and all reconciliations; they take part in the great
American game as they play catch and the viewer sees the line of cars which will provide
the farm with its livelihood.
Robinson's decision to use the theme of reconciliation between the father and son is
one major change from the novel to the film. According to Gregory Wagner's
classifications, this change is the prominent factor that makes the adaptation a commentary
rather than a transposition. Although it may be the least obvious change in the adaptation,
it is the most important thematically. The reconciliation of the hero with a father or father
figure is not only a recurring theme in sports fiction, but an important theme in terms of
religious allegory, another theme in sports fiction like The Natural. Malamud's protagonist
searches for a father figure throughout the novel by first attaching himself to Sam Simpson,
the drunken scout with whom he travels on the n-ain, and later, to the symbolically named
Pop Fisher. Ray atones for his sins not only through his decision to play catch with his
father at the end of the film, but by building the field itself
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Religion in Field of Dreams
As one of the major recurring themes in ba.seball fiction, religious allegory appears in
both Shoeless Joe and Field of Dreams. Robinson's ample use of religious imagery causes
Harlen Jacobsen to criticize heavily that imagery, while others point out the obvious
imagery without condemning that representation; James Wall, writer for The Christian
Century, calls the film a "vision of divine encounter" (621). Given the raw material of a
novel with so much religious imagery and such a strong religious theme, Robinson was
able to incorporate the ah-eady present religious factors with factors created by his
filmmaking and direction to create a truly religious experience The film is, after all, about
a group of men who come back from the dead, mistake their new home for heaven, and
fulfill their dreams to play baseball. One of these long-dead men even raises a non-ghost
from the dead. Even the representation of the father and son reconciled and the son atoning
for his sins is a clear Christian allegory. Ray's willingness to follow an unknown voice
and risk his home and family represent a religious blind faith and dedication.
Robinson makes the image of religion and a higher power clear through his recurring
images of the sky and its control over a .scene it begins and ends. As soon as Ray's
opening monologue ends, Robinson cuts to a low-angle shot of the sky. Clouds gather
above the Kinsella farm, and a hole in those clouds allows the sun light to stream through,
in a startlingly divine image, bathing the fami in sunlight. From that initial low angle shot
of the sky which has opened up to allow the presence of G-d to look onto the farm and
create the field, the voice speaks. The voice speaks to Ray and tells him to tmst in his blind
faith and love for baseball. The next time Ray considers the field, he is not convinced to
build it, and the sky is angry. The scene begins with a low angle shot of the sky storming
and lightning splitting the sky in two. The voice's second visit is previewed by
Robinson's inclusion of a low angle shot of the sky as once again, the light comes through
the clouds creating a set of rays which bathe the farm and the corn and the voice speaks
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again. After the voice's second appearance, its second coming, Ray rests in bed and
considers his vision as the moon shines through the bedroom window. In the foreground
of the shot, Ray fills the frame in a close-up, while the moonlight streams through the
window in the background. The sky continues to fill the film every time that either the
voice appears or anything supernatural happens, as when Robinson shows the sky just
before the voice gives Ray his second directive; finally, the film ends with a shot of the
sky. From Ray and his father playing catch and the lights of the approaching cars,
Robinson pans to the sky and ends with that image. It is appropriate that a film which has
been controlled by the sky and its influence would end with a tribute to the sky as a
representation of G-d.
Although others do not believe in the field, Ray is able to make his magic come true.
However, although the players fill the field with play and happiness, the non-believers
cannot see and will not believe in the field. Annie's family, including Mark, refuses to
believe in the players even when told of their presence. Mark continues to disbelieve in the
players and intertupts the game because he cannot see them. As Mark walks across the
field, he walks through the ball, disrupting the play but not interfering with the fiight of the
ball because he does not believe. Like Doubting Thomas, Mark is unable to believe in the
miracle of the field until he sees Karin raised from the dead by Doc Graham.
For the believers, however, the field offers salvation and perfection. Two players ask
Ray if the field is heaven. When Joe first arrives, he asks, "Is this heaven?" Ray
responds, "No, it's Iowa." Later, John asks his son, "It's so beautiful here. For me, well
for me, its like a dream come true. Can I ask you something? It this heaven?" Again, Ray
tells the inquiring ball player that he is in Iowa, but asks his father if there is a heaven.
When John answers, "Oh, yeah. It's the place dreams come true," Ray mumbles, "Then
maybe this is heaven!" Ray has already remarked that the field and the players are perfect
after returning from his trip and now knows that heaven is the place where dreams come
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true, a perfect place. For other believers, Mann reports, "it will be as if they'd dipped
diemselves in magic waters." Those believers will be baptized by their belief and by the
dreams that come true on the field. Karin is literally resurtected or resuscitated by Doc
Graham, and each of the players is resurtected by the field and by his ability to exist and
play in the world of the dream field.
Dreams and Magic in Field of Dreams
Dreams are the most important and dominant theme in both the novel and the film.
The tide of die film itself indicates the nature of the theme of the film; Ray's cornfield is a
field of dreams. Of the list presented to Robinson by the studio, this was the tide to which
he least objected (Desowitz). Robinson presents dreams and magic to embody the special
nature of the film. James Horner's music signifies magic, fantasy, and danger. During the
credits, as the words Field of Dreams appear on the screen, the dreamy music foreshadows
the dreams and magic of the film. Again, as Ray walks through the field, the music that
serves as a precursor to the voice sounds and the voice issues its order as the viewer hears
the tingling sound of Horner's music. This tingle becomes the sound that signifies magic
throughout the film. Each time the voice visits Ray, it is previewed by the music of dreams
and the tingle of magic. Although the scene was previously a dull scene in which Annie
and Ray almost decide to destroy the field, when Karin tells Ray that there is a man on his
lawn, the music begins to play as Ray realizes the importance of his visitor. He looks
through the screen, goes outside, and turns on the lights as the music builds to emphasize
the magnitude of Joe's return. As Ray and Mann receive the third order, the magic tingle
plays only this time, it has a stronger beat, a sense of urgency. Again, when Ray picks up
Archie, the music plays to signify the magical importance of his presence. The sound of
magic again plays as Mann speaks and the players enter the background of the camera
frame. After Karin falls from the bleacher and Archie runs to the edge of the gravel, the
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magic tingle signifies his decision to give up his baseball dream and save Karin. When
Ray and Annie discuss the field and Ray's dreams of building it, the song "Daydream,"
one theme song of the 1960's, plays in the background, the lyrics, "what a day for a
daydream," being heard. While the magic music and the sound of dreams indicate a
positive situation for the participants of the film, ominous sounds play to introduce
dangerous elements. As Ray introduces Joe to his family and Annie invites him in, he
looks at the gravel and the music is ominous. Later, as Mark tries to take possession of the
farm by convincing Ray to sell, ominous music fills the scene The dangerous music plays
again as Karin falls from the bleacher and chokes. Fortunately the sounds of magic and
dreams far outnumber the instances of foreboding music in the film.
Throughout Field of Dreams, many of the characters have the dream of playing
baseball. When Ray sees the field for the first time in his visualization, it appears to be a
dream. Joe fluidly turns to look back to Ray and nods to him to acknowledge that Ray has
fulfilled his dream by building the field. Joe's first visit is the fulfillment of his dream to
play baseball again. As Ray looks at him from the house, he moves slowly but gracefully,
looking around the field, his white suit illuminated, appearing almost to glow in the dark
of the field. Once he meets Ray, he describes his suspension as "like having part of me
amputated. I've heard that old men wake up and scratch itchy legs that have been dust for
over 50 years. That was me. I'd wake up at night with the smell of the ball park in my
nose. With the cold grass on my feet. The thrill of the grass." After hitting and enjoying
the familiar sensual feeling of the bat hitting the ball, Joe explains his wish to play again by
saying:
I love this game. I'd have played for food money. It was a game The
sounds, the smells. Did you ever hold a, a ball or a glove to your face? I
used to love traveling on the trains from town to town. The hotels, brass
spittoons in the lobbies, brass beds in the rooms. It was the crowd, rising
to their feet when the ball was hit deep. Shoot, I'd have played for nothing.
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Ray is able to make that dream, which applies to many players, come true by building
and believing in the field. As the men return from their journey, Joe tells Ray that he
wouldn't believe how many guys wanted to play. It is easy to .see why they would want to
play again, though. As Mark tries to take the farm, Joe stands in left field alone, ready to
play. His dream to play baseball again cannot be deterted by something as insignificant as
someone trying to buy the farm. The strength of Joe's dream and wish to play baseball
represents all dreams for success.
While in Boston, Ray is portrayed as a magical and mystical figure. As the two men
return to Mann's home, the streets are wet, and the lights ghu-e off that wetness. A tighttwo shot from the inside of the van includes the two men while distorting the vision of
lights and reflections through the windshield. After Mann leaves the van and Ray turns it
around, Mann stands in front of a steaming sewer grate, surtounded by a mystical steam.
Mann is for the first time represented as being a magical or dreamlike person, as he reveals
his own message and may, for the first time, be a part of the magic. Like Joe, Tertance
Mann dreams of playing ba.seball. In his interview, he admits to wanting to play at Ebbets
field with die Dodgers and Jackie Robinson. Because of this profession of his dream to
play baseball, the voice chooses him as a participant in the dream and the field.
Ultimately, this interview and its revelation of Mann's dream to play baseball allow him to
go into the com with the players. He may return to play baseball, or just survey the com
and all it holds, but he will return; when he does, he will write "Shoeless Joe Jackson
Comes to Iowa." Mann realizes the importance of dreams as he recites his climactic
speech:
Ray, People will come, Ray. They'll come to Iowa for reasons they can't
even fathom. Not knowing for sure why they're doing it. They'll artive at
your door as innocent as, children, longing for the past. "We won't mind if
you look around," you say "its only $20 per person." They'll pass over
the money without even thinking about it for it is money they have and
peace they lack . .. and they'll walk out to the bleachers and sit in shirt
sleeves on a perfect afternoon. They'll find they have reserved seats
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somewhere along one of the baselines, where they sat when they were
children and watched the game And it will be as it they'd dipped
themselves in magic waters. The memories will be so thick, they'll have to
brush them away from their faces.. .. People will come, Ray. . . . The
one constant through the years has been baseball. America has rolled by
like an army of steam rollers. It's been erased like a blackboard, rebuilt,
and erased again. But baseball has marked the time. This field, this game,
is a part of our past Ray. It reminds us of all that once was good and it
could be again. Oh. People will come, Ray. People will most definitely
come.
Just as his dream has come tme, the dreams of each person who comes to the field will
come true.
As in the novel, the most magical figure in the film is Moonlight Graham. Ray's and
Mann's first realization of Graham's importance comes from his statistical information
flashed on the scoreboard at Fenway park. Although they know nothing of the man, they
journey to Chisholm and leam that Moonlight has become an excellent caring doctor:
"And there were times when children could not afford eyeglasses or milk or clothing. Yet
no child was ever denied these essentials because in the background there was always
Doctor Graham. Without any fanfare or publicity, the glasses, or the milk, or the ticket to
the ball game found their way into the child's pocket." The night when Ray encounters
Graham is magical. Walking through the neighborhood, he has to look not only at the Reelect Nixon poster, or the "Godfather one of the years 10 best" marquee, but also at the
tags on the car to realize that he has been displaced into 1972. Robinson shoots the scene
in a wash of blue light to show the nostalgia of the scene As Ray looks toward the figure
under the streetHght, Robinson uses a close-up of the handle of his umbrella to allow the
viewer to know who he is seeing. Graham stands under the glare of the sffeetlight in blue
light while steam rises from the street. As he turns, Robinson zooms in for a close-up to
focus on Doctor Graham's face As Graham and Ray walk to his office, the steam rises all
around them and they remain in the blue glare of the street lights. When Ray asks Graham
what playing in the major leagues for one inning was like, he responds, "It was like
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coming this close to your dreams [he motions with his thumb and forefinger], and then
watching them brush past you like a stranger in a crowd." Although Graham is not willing
to submit to his dream, he has a baseball dream:
You know, I never got to bat in the major leagues. I'd have liked to have
my chance, just once to stare down a big league pitcher. To stare him down
and just as he goes into his windup, blink. Make him think you know
something he doesn't. That's what I'd wish for. A chance to squint at a
sky so blue, it hurts your eyes to look at it. To feel the tingle in your arms
as you connect with the ball. To run the bases, stretch a double into a triple,
and flop face first into third and wrap your amis around the bag. That's my
wish, Ray Kinsella. That's my wish. And is there enough magic out there
in the moonlight to make this dream come true?
Although his refusal to come with Ray convinces Ray and Mann that Graham is not
supposed to come with them, he does any way. Their young hitchhiker tells them simply,
"I play baseball" and "Hi. I'm Archie Graham." Once the men arrive at the field, Archie is
on the team and is able to realize his baseball dream. In his first at bat, he winks at the
pitcher and hits a sacrifice fly. Although he has still not had an official at bat or a hit, he
has fulfilled his wish to wink at a big league pitcher and bat in a big league game. As
Archie runs back to the bench and nods at Ray to acknowledge Ray's role in fulfilling that
wish. Graham's transformation from young ball player to doctor is his final magical act.
He runs through the players as he realizes that Karin is hurt, increasing speed as he mns,
and stopping at the gravel. As he reaches the gravel, the magic tingle sounds, signifying
the decision he must make, and the dust blows around his feet. As he drops his glove to
the ground, Robinson focu.ses on the glove, which begins to smoke as it hits the ground,
and Graham steps over the line; his legs change from the Giant's leggings to the black
pants of Doctor Graham. Only when Graham has leturned to his mature state, does
Robinson focus on him. After saving the giri, he must return to the com and as he nears
the com, shot in a medium shot, he is the same height as the com. However, as Joe
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shouts, "Hey rookie. You were good," Doc turns. Robin.son zooms in for a low angle
close-up showing Doc is now greater and taller than the com. By sacrificing his dream for
Karin, he becomes the hero of the scene.
The dreams which permeate the film serve as the controlling and driving interest for
the story. The film is filled with a special soundtrack designed to express the dreamy and
magical quality of its events. Each player has the dream to play baseball again, and each
player is shown in a specific metaphorical way to show that dream. Moonlight Graham
while he has the dream to play ball, possesses the magic to allow the dream of the field to
remain a reality.
W.P. Kinsella's Shoeless Joe is an archetypical work of baseball literature because of
its major thematic implications. The themes of love and dreams in the novel are
representative of the traditional theme of the American Dream in baseball literature. While
baseball and the love of baseball pemieate the novel, religion dominates it, and the novel
becomes an extended religious allegory. Field of Dreams, directed by Phil Alden
Robinson, is not only an excellent and faithful adaptation of Kinsella's novel, but a
representation of archetypical ba.seball literature. As in the novel, the themes of the
isolation and autonomy of the individual, love, and the fulfillment of the American Dream
are all very important traditional baseball literature themes. Also, like in the novel, the
theme of religion dominates the film with the sub-theme of the reconciUation of the father
and the son. In one of Robinson's only alterations from the novel to the film, by
eliminating the protagonist, Ray's, rebellious twin brother, Richard, from the story,
Robinson is able to increase the importance and domination of the theme of father and son
reconciliation and therefore the religious theme. By doing this Robinson not only equals
the thematic relevance of Shoeless Joe, but raises the cinematic Field of Dreams to a higher
level of archetypical baseball literature.
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As the representative of iychetypical baseball literature, these works represent the
independence and strength of American culture. Because baseball is so appropriate to the
themes of individual success, religion, and dreams, it is the perfect vehicle for sports
literatiu-e. Within the genre of baseball literature, Shoeless Joe and Field of Dreams extend
the American values which permeate the all .sports literature and especially baseball
literature. If the reader or viewer believes in the message of these works, he or she will
believe that anything is possible.
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